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ABSTRACT 
In this article it is analyzed that Theory of Marx about historical materialism utilizes the 

development of creative powers and struggles of class for the olden times explanation. In 

the 20th century, with the communism’s fall, numerous elements of historical materialism 

have been attacked. This article is cover of strength of historical materialism which will 

be presented and it will also conclude that few of the arguments in opposition of theory of 

Marx are still to be founded, and at the same time others are still holding the weight. 

What stays is a wide outlook of past that still holds the worth and value. Marxism 

believes in combination of ideology and action. This study has come to the wrapping up 

that historical materialism is till now pertinent and reasonable.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Karl Marx is great philosopher in history and he is recognized all over the 

globe for his theory, innovatory writings and connection with the 

communism. The capitalist and communist states rivalry described the 20
th

 

century. Since Marx had the identification of being the most famous 

person in terms of development of this opposition, he had a deep 

consequence on the previous century. At the center of teachings of Marx is 

historical materialism and an explanation of it that communism is in a state 

to be predicted. So many people studied about Marx but few people could 

understand him and about his theory.  

Historical materialism theory relies over the dominance of financial 

powers in societal transformation all the way through the history, and that 

these financial powers will carry on transformation of the globe unless it  
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achieves its conclusion in communism. Friedrich Engels, who was 

longtime companion and co-author of Marx defines that Marx revealed  

growth regulation of history of human in much the similar method 

discovered by Darwin regarding the rule of growth of organic 

environment. [1] This explanation of the history could change numerous 

grounds of thinking in much the similar approach findings of Darwin 

natural choice and development did. 

Historical materialism, though, has been inspected in the precedent 3-4 

decades. Marxian culture’s each effort has been either unsuccessful (for 

example Soviet Union) or drifted far from the teachings of Marx in the 

direction of the capitalist standards of the world’s greater part (such as 

China). Sensibly, capitalism has been winner of this contest. The evident 

collapse of communism has unlocked the door for analysis of historical 

materialism and Marx. A lot of sociologists and economists raise the 

question about the strength and application of historical materialism. 

Considering it, this research sets out to respond to the query of whether 

historical materialism is at a standstill appropriate subsequent to the 

termination of communism and socialism in the late 20
th

 century. The 

literature on the subject of this query is fairly baggy, but through this Marx 

study, Marxian opponents and he himself. 
 

BASES FOR HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

So as to in fact recognize the assessments of historical materialism, a 

methodical clarification of the personality building chunks, materialism 

and dialectics is needed. The detail about the historical materialism will be 

given when these both elements are completely explained. The old saying 

is that “You have to crawl before you can walk". Perceiving materialism 

and dialectics will build perceiving of historical materialism in easy form. 

 

i)  THE DIALECTIC 

Dialectic is based on the logic of change, evolution and growth. It starts 

from this thought that nothing is permanent. Hegel’s Knowledge and its 

impact on Marx are essential to recognize the nearly Marx’s entire theory. 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel has been familiar philosopher from 

Germany. His era was between the years of 1770 to 1831. Hegel’s one 

major role to philosophy was his dialectical technique. This procedure of 

thoughts is obvious all the way through writings of Marx and it is also the 

Marx’s foundation. The fundamental thought of the dialectical procedure 

is that human is divided or estranged from Absolute; and the past 

procedure is man's steady progress in the direction of the Absolute, or, in 
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the mind of Hegel, God. In the light of Wolff’s statement, estrangement is 

the thought that two items that fit in together fall apart. [2] Here, human 

and the Absolute fit in collectively they are estranged and the dialectical 

procedure will steadily carry them jointly over the route of history. The 

dialectical procedure helps progressive movement of man in the direction 

of the Absolute by easing human of his unawareness and raising his self-

attentiveness by steadily substituting opinion of man about the realism 

with truer and newer shapes. [3] Each time opinion of man regarding 

realism is changed into a side that is relatively new; one step has been 

taken by man nearer to Absolute. Finally, realism, as man recognizes it, 

will develop to a position where the estrangement of man out of the 

Absolute will not exist any more. In the view of Hegel, the condition of 

realism where Absolute and man are brought back together is the history’s 

ending. [4] 

The truer and shapes of realism that guide man to the history’s ending are 

produced in the course of the interface between the theory and converse. 

These are phases that are present in disagreement to one another. 

Disagreement in dialectics is not an easy thought to clutch because of its 

divergence from the rational sense of disagreement. [5] By the rational 

meaning, the disagreement of anything is its reverse. For instance, the 

reverse of being is not-being and the opposite of A is not-A. [6] In 

dialectics, disagreement has a relational sense. Disagreements in dialectics 

are the opponents that are essential for and thus far caustic of one another. 

[7] Such as, a servant’s opposite is the master and vice versa. Without a 

servant, no any individual can be a master and similarly without a master 

no individual can be servant. Both a servant and master can only be 

explained in relation to one another. [8] Marx used this perceptive of 

reversal to describe class efforts in the course of the rivalry of a class that 

rules and a class with low category as will be discussed later. It is the kind 

of opposing correlation that exists between the theory and reverse. The 

theory and reverse both are separate phases. According to explanation 

given by Marx is that the society’s class that rules as the theory and the 

lower class as the reverse. The theory and reverse, though, can be valid to 

any logical procedure, not wholly as used by Marx. For instance, a room 

might be dazzlingly lit, but this can merely be realized in association with 

a shady room. It is the form of a dialectical association. An individual that 

expends his whole life in a solo room that is for all time lit the same will 

be without reason of darkness or brightness. According to this case, theory 

is the brightness and its reverse is darkness. They oppose and can only be 

explained with regard to one another. In this case, the interface of darkness 

and brightness does not direct to a truer shape of brightness. In its place, 
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the mixture of darkness and brightness shapes a point of brightness that is 

present anywhere next to the range between dark and bright. This mixture, 

or cooperation, is the mixture, another phase of dialectic by Hegel. 

The theory, reverse and mixture are the performers of the dialectic. 

The theory and reverse battle with one another unless a tilting-spot is 

achieved and the present theory is defeated and mixture replaces it. In the 

dark-dark case, darkness and brightness act together and shape a view of 

brightness that is a mixture of the both. The mixture of the theory and 

reverse design the mixture with both the theory and reverse contributing. 

The mixture formed throughout this mixture then turns out to be the latest 

theory. [9] The designed theory that is new is on a superior level of growth 

or understanding in comparison with the past theory. This newly formed 

theory is a truer shape since the mixture unites the good of the theory and 

reverses both, permitting the theory to gain from the disagreement. 

Disagreement is an essential state for progression as "You never know 

what enough is until you know what is more than enough". [10]  

The latest theory is another step in the direction of the Absolute. [11] 

The theory generated off late, though, is not only. One more reverse be 

presents. These two phases will once more interrelate and the procedure 

will begin once more unless another mixture is structured. Even if a theory 

nearer to the Absolute was created subsequent of each interface of the 

theory and reverse, a reverse will forever remain unless the Absolute is 

attained. Each substitution of the theory with the mixture is just a little step 

heading towards the stage of Absolute. This procedure will carry on until a 

theory is created where no reverse be present. With no any disagreement, 

the theory will stay since it has linked human with the Absolute and 

eradicated estrangement. As this position is accomplished, the 

argumentation procedure is ended. [12] 

In outline, as per the dialectic of Hegel, human's opinion of realism is 

in a steady situation of fluctuation because of the uneven co-existence and 

consecutive resolution of the theory and reverse. [13] With each 

consecutive resolution, a fresh position of realism is shaped that is 

improved than the preceding shape. Human is continually on a course of 

development through the interface of reverses, slowly heading nearer and 

nearer to the point of Absolute unless no disagreement be present to 

compel transform in the current condition or theory. At the present, the 

Absolute is accomplished and, as defined by Hegel, so is the ending of 

history. [14] Commonly Marxism is called dialectical Materialism. 

Marxism is a Materialistic philosophy in which social and economic 

conditions determines different ideas in the world.  
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ii)  FEUERBACH'S MATERIALISM 

 

Although Marx had strong belief in the Hegel’s teaching, yet the 

philosophy of Hegel was not utterly accepted by him. Hegel was an 

optimist. Actually, he is reckoned one of the creators of idealism of 

Germany. Idealism is the idea that realism is stand upon thoughts or the 

mind. By Descartes: "I think so I am" is one of the mainly well-known 

quotations related with the idealism. Marx not liked idealism and 

described it the "my satisfactory face of the dialectic of Hegel". [15] For 

Hegel, the theory and reverse interrelate in the theoretical and human's 

progress on the way to the state of Absolute is not anything that happens in 

the material globe. Marx had idea that the interface happened in actual life. 

The acts of public, not opinions, shift human nearer to the state of 

Absolute. Marx tossed dialectic of Hegel "on its head" with the intention 

of discovering the sane core inside the spiritual case. [16] Marx had belief 

that dialectic of Hegel made logic, but that Hegel was not successful to 

produce the procedure in the right area, the area of human. 

In discarding idealism, Marx produced his vision of the globe with the 

foundation on materialism. Materialism is said to be the idealism’s 

reverse. Materialists think that matter is the single thing that can be 

established to survive. Matter heads the whole thing whereas the material 

globe arrives earlier than all realization. According to Marx it is not the 

realization of men that concludes their being, but in contrast, their societal 

being that concludes their realization". [17] The state of Absolute in mind 

of Marx is not God or any highest thought generated inside the 

consciousness of a man. According to Marx, the state of Absolute is 

reckoned to be the material form of liberty. Estrangement will be 

eradicated via the dialectical procedure not when human have re-unity 

with some divinity that might not even be present, but when man attains 

real autonomy. In this paper, the notion of the Marx regarding liberty will 

be discussed later.  

According to Marx explicit shape of materialism relies upon the effort 

of a previous pupil of Hegel named Ludwig Feuerbach. Ludwig Feuerbach 

was Hegel’s student in year 1823 at the University of Berlin. First work of 

Feuerbach was published namelessly that was “Thoughts on Death and 

Immortality”. Feuerbach rejected the perpetuity of the spirit of the human 

and determined that globe possibly is the final place of rest for a man. [18] 

Thoughts of Feuerbach are of a clearly materialistic type as he is unwilling 

to confess that the being of anything that does not present materially. 

Human had birth on the World, his death will occur also on World and no 

next world expected for him. 
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Feuerbach carried on his materialistic viewpoint with one more work 

with the title of “The Essence of Christianity”. Feuerbach; in this work, 

claimed that the cause human beings look like God is not for the reason 

that man was created by God in his likeness, but as God is created in the 

image of a man. [19] According to him all the good has taken by the man 

inside him and conferred it upon God, estranging himself from his 

supreme qualities. Only by breaching the sequences of religion can human 

spend the life he was truthfully destined to survive. [20] Marx settled with 

thoughts of Feuerbach about the religion as he declares in “Contribution to 

the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right: Introduction: 

 

HISTORICAL  MATERIALISM: DEFINITION 

It is point in time to join the two building chunks into the theory of 

historical materialism. In order to keeping away from any bewilderment, 

when referring to historical materialism in this article, the theory of 

produced by Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx will be strictly spoken. 

Because Engels and Marx at first laid-out historical materialism, 

accumulations and dissimilar understandings have been prepared by men 

for example Leon Trotsky, Georgi Plekhanov, Karl Kautsky, Mao Zedong, 

Nikolai Bukharin, Vladimir Lenin, Eduard Bernstein and limitless others. 

These men have contributed in support of the saying of Marxist Louis 

Althusser that the scientific mainland of societal and past idea. [21] To 

uphold constancy, in this paper these accumulations and focusing on the 

actual foundation are chosen.  

Post materialism declares that financial forces are the principal forces 

that push human throughout the past as societal classes perform 

interaction. Financial interactions are the way a man relates to the world of 

material. Man transforms the world of material, not with idea and 

conceptualization, but with spades, picks, diggers, ploughs, lathes and 

looms. [22]   

Class efforts give the disagreement that reasons the dialectical 

procedure to work in the theory of Marx. Two classes, one that rules and 

other the lower class, struggle in opposition to each other unless one of 

both ultimately succeeds and turns out to be the fresh class that rules. Out 

of this fresh class to rule, one more class of lower level will progress, 

carrying on the procedure. Engels and Marx evidently state the 

significance of classes in past with the opening phrase of the Communist 

policy that is the times gone by of all up till now present society is the 

history of struggles of class . [23] Classes expand from the disagreement 

between the financial/creative forces, relations of creation and super-

structure inside the society. The clearer depiction of Marx regarding the 
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interfaces between creative forces, prolific associations and super-structure 

is in the foreword to “A Contribution to the Critique of Political 

Economy”. 

In the societal construction of their existence, men go into 

unambiguous relations that are crucial and sovereign of their self-control; 

these relations of manufacture communicate to an unambiguous phase of 

growth of their forces of material creation. Sum of these associations of 

manufacture comprises the financial arrangement of civilization — the 

actual base, on which increases a lawful and political super-structure and 

to which communicate exact structures of societal realization. The form of 

production of material life decides the societal, political and scholarly life 

procedure in common. It is not the realization of men that concludes their 

existence, but, in contrast, their societal existence that concludes their 

realization. At a definite period of their growth, the society’s material 

creative forces stand in clash with the present production relations, or what 

is but a lawful phrase for the same thing, with the assets relations inside 

which they are at job previously. Out of the types of growth of the forces 

that are productive these relations become their ties, and then begin an era 

of societal revolution. Along with the change in the financial basis the 

whole enormous super-structure is relatively quickly changed. [24] 

 Along with the improvement in the forces of production, , the production 

relations (as saying of Marx states that these are for the major fraction 

belongings human rights) turns out to be a load (a fetter, according to 

Marx) on the improving forces of production, not letting the forces of 

production to carry on their course of development. The super-structure is 

the lawful, theoretical, political and religious setting in which discussed 

forces of production and productive associations interrelate. The super-

structure lives to assist the productive relations. 

Classes expand because of the clash between the forces of production 

and productive relations. These forces of production and productive 

associations do not have an dialectical opposition. The opposition merely 

exists between the class that rules and the class of lower level. Between 

the forces of production and relations of production presents just a clash 

and the existence of disagreement does not signify the existence of 

opposition by the dialectical meaning. [25] The disagreement among the 

forces of production and the associations of production give only the 

foundation by which the development of classes occurs. 

 The forces of production are for all time varying and doing the 

improvement. In the world, as man works, the separation of labor raises 

and man discovers latest and improved methods to master his 

surroundings. This development will advantage the class of lower level 
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since with superior control of the surroundings comes a better ability of 

attaining resources of benefits. The class comprising rulers, though, is in a 

beneficial situation and would like the status quo to sustain. The present 

relations of production and super-structure of the civilization survive to 

supply the will of the class of rulers. The class comprising rulers decides 

the allocation of supplies inside the society and they are with no any wish 

to transform the relations of production. 

The class of lower category, conversely, is not satisfied with the 

present circumstances and would like to take benefit of the always-

improving forces of production. The class of rulers stops this to occur. 

This incongruity of classes concludes in societal revolution. The classes of 

lower level defeats the ruling class and shapes new relations of production 

that are suitable in better to work with the forces of production. The super-

structure modifies with the relations of production and the fresh relations 

of production and super-structure serve up the concerns of the latest class 

of rulers. The latest theory will exist unless the productive relations and 

forces of production are once more no longer well-matched. The 

inappropriateness will reason an additional lower class to shape in 

disagreement to the class of upper level, starting the rivalry all over again. 

Inside each form of production lies its own collapse. 
 

COMPLEXITIES OF HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

 

i)  COMMUNISM 

 There have been numerous opponents of historical materialism. The main 

criticism inside the previous few decades is the effect of the drop of 

communism and socialism. Since a number of editions of historical 

materialism forecasted communism and socialism would track capitalism, 

numerous have understood the drop of such regimes as proof sufficient 

that historical materialism is fake. 

This, though, is an unproven declaration. In the light of writing of 

Engels and Marx in “A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy: 

Preface: No societal order ever vanishes previous to all the forces of 

production for which there is space in it have been expanded; and latest, 

production’s higher relations by no means emerge earlier than the material 

circumstances of their subsistence have developed in the womb of the 

older civilization itself. So, mankind forever sets itself merely such jobs as 

it can resolve; since having a look at the substance more narrowly, we will 

for all time discover that the job itself occurs only when the material states 
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essential for its resolution previously exist or are as a minimum in the 

procedure of structuring. [26] 

 

Capitalism was not even near to being completely progressed prior to the 

formation of communist countries for example the Soviet Union. Russia 

was fundamentally still a feudal civilization at the time of their uprising. 

Actually, Laibman had belief that capitalism is at present in the third of his 

four phase form of capitalist growth where the class of lower category is 

not entirely developed and capitalist buildup is not entire, two 

preconditions for the changeover to communism or socialism. [27] A 

factual assessment of historical materialism is not even observed by the 

globe. 20
th

 century was a case of over passionate on the component of 

revolutionaries. To point to the evident collapse of historical materialism 

actually throughout the 20
th

 century gives small proof of the shortage of 

strength of the theory. In actual fact, it only reinforces it. 

 

 ii)  VIABILITY OF COMMUNISM OR SOCIALISM 

One more matter beginning from the hypothetical predictability of 

communism is an additional financial question. The viability of a socialist 

financial system has long been discussed. From a past materialist 

viewpoint, in order for communism or socialism to go after the capitalism, 

the prolific relations inside communism or socialism would have to utilize 

the forces of production further competently than the prolific relations of 

capitalism. [28] In other case, the communism or socialism prolific 

relations would delay the forces of production and not serve up their idea 

of progress of the mankind. Keeping it in the mind, it is hard to disagree 

not in favor of the competence of capitalism and the marketplaces. 

Attaining the circumstances of Pareto effectiveness with no prices usage, 

personal property and the marketplace is almost not possible. [29] It looks 

like as though the effectiveness essential for communism or socialism to 

substitute the capitalism is not achievable.  

The predictability of communism or socialism is a deficiency of the 

theory of historical materialism. Marx tackles this inadequacy by declaring 

that each form of production has its own financial system and monetary 

base. [30] Experts of Economy usually calculate financial effectiveness 

with the Pareto circumstances, but it is viable to declare that the arrival of 

communism or socialism could carry about a diverse, non-neoclassical 

method of calculating the effectiveness. But from a neo-classical point of 

view, a socialist financial system that does not in someway integrate a 

marketplace to assign resources looks unfeasible. Socialists for example 

Oscar Lange have tackled this problem with the growth of marketplace of 
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socialism, but Marx considered the exercise of any kind of marketplace 

would be not capable to utterly get rid of estrangement. [31] 

This difficulty does not disprove historical materialism. It is absolutely 

suitable to have the same opinion with the standards of historical 

materialism exclusive of acceptance of utopian visualization of a prospect 

communist society. [32] Whether Marx is correct or incorrect about the 

ultimate course of past is not relevant. Marx might have gone somewhat 

too distant. He had the viewpoint based on the revolution, as it is evident 

from the Communist Manifesto. He declared to observe the requirements 

for communism or socialism in capitalism in the declining ratio of 

earnings and capital centralizing. Conversely, perhaps he just had the wish 

to communism or socialism to pursue the capitalism as capitalism was 

rough on Marx. In numerous letters to his associate Friedrich Engels, 

Marx inquires for economic support and Marx, seemingly, existed in 

relative scarcity his entire life. [33] In any case, a form is calculated upon 

its skill to clarify and forecast. Historical materialism can be employed to 

give details about the past. It can also be utilized to forecast, just possibly 

not to the level utilized by the Marx. Historical materialism can foresee 

that capitalism is supposed to be substituted but what precisely will 

substitute the present form of production cannot be forecasted with any 

level of assurance. 

 

 iii) THE MATTER OF ECONOMIC DOMINANCE 

As philosophy’s degree was held by Marx, it did not carry on him from 

investigating into numerous fields of idea. He is recognized in philosophy, 

finance and has been one of the leading powerful sociological theorists. 

Sociologists in modern years, though, have turned out to be to a greater 

extent displeased with financial reductionism of Marx. Marx had belief 

that finance related forces progressed through history and political, 

military and ideological forces (i.e. the super-structure) expanded minor to 

finance related forces. More than a few sociologists now have belief that 

there are numerous forces performing at the same time and with changing 

levels of force. Michael Mann acknowledged four resources of power: 

ideological, political, military and economic. [34] Ernest Gellner said that 

for the development of forces of economies, the ideological and political 

poise of authority must vary in an approach that permits the forces of 

economic to expand, fundamentally allowing the dominance to forces of 

ideology and politics. [35] These thoughts have some rational sagacity. 

"Men have to be in a situation to exist so as to be capable to create 

history". [36] Marx had belief that this will be the initial basis of existence 

of human. [37] For men to build up system of politics, ideology and 
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military, first the circumstance of economic must be developed. Hierarchy 

of needs by Maslow exhibits this noticeably. Attaining a state where the 

class can stay alive, do the reproduction and maintenance of itself is the 

objective of each class on the earth. Endurance is and forever will be the 

upmost requirement. To articulate that men shape their indicates of 

endurance around less important forces for example political and 

ideological creates sense very little. Mann and Gellner highlight the 

specific cases inside the history that they suppose illustrate a shortage of 

financial dominance. They are wrong in what they observe. Even when it 

emerges as though a fresh philosophy or political faction reasons a 

modification in the form of creation, this could merely happen as a 

consequence of the creative forces expanding further than the creative 

relations. [38] The super-structure can influence the way the creative 

forces build up as the earliest and feudal forms show, but the super-

structure only modifies subordinate to the creative forces. According to 

Engels and Marx: “h o w  irrational is the outset of history held up till now, 

which abandons the actual relationships and imprisons itself to high-sound 

plays of princes and countries”. [39] 

 

 iv) CLASS STRUGGLE: SPEED OF HISTORY? 

The dialectic association connecting the classes of rulers and class of the 

lower category inside the historical materialism build up beyond personal 

belongings and the occurrence of an excess. A class of rulers ruling builds 

up in the course of its usage of personal belongings to attain the excess. 

Communism is believed to eliminate all estrangement by eliminating the 

class rivalry. For this, personal belongings must be got rid so a class of 

rulers cannot expand to manage the excess. The past leading up to 

socialism is created of the dissimilar forms of production where changing 

structures of personal belongings and compulsion generate the class 

rivalry. The forms of creation and their following collapses and substitutes 

are all predicated on great effort and revolution of class. 

It is believed by several opponents of historical materialism that 

struggles of class have not had a standardized outcome all through the 

past, with the large role by a class throughout the some eras and a lesser 

role in others. [40] In the light of arguments given by Michael Mann the 

capitalism is an unusually class-separated civilization and that previous 

forms of creation did not exhibit this similar characteristic. [41] Mann and 

a number of his colleague sociologists highlighted the past instances that 

emerge to illustrate struggles of class having a miniscule result. Engels and 

Marx claimed that all past struggles, whether they are warfare, murders, 

political reformations, revolution d’états etc. are all signs of struggles of 
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class. [42] Whether this is factual or not is not possible to establish. For 

instance, in order to decrease the Punic Wars between Carthage and Rome 

downward to struggle of class is not possible.  

The explicit past instances, though, can be clarified if historical 

materialism is employed in the manner intended by the Engels and Marx. 

Historical materialism was created by Marx as a common rule for history 

interpretation. He had awareness that he had modest past facts to support 

his theory. But considering the history, he was capable to observe a basic 

sketch or stream that looked to recur itself in the mode of consecutive 

forms of production. The changes perhaps downy, but the stream was 

visible. While historical materialism might not clarify each past incidence 

clearly, the four forms of production and their changes illustrate the 

growth through classes and financial dominance. Doing the interpretation 

of historical materialism in this method is observed as protecting it in a 

"blindly rigid method" or exploring theory of Marx as "discovered creed 

rather than pragmatic theory".[43] Even though this might be factual, it 

does not reverse the reality that historical materialism can clarify the 

history, just not each case. 

 

v)  THE ASIATIC FORM OF PRODUCTION AND ITS FAULTS 

The Asiatic form of production has a dual-sense. Actually, several have 

produced two alike but separate forms of production from the Asiatic 

form. In the place of using ancient socialism and the Asiatic form closely, 

a difference presents amid the both that has guided a few to consider of 

them as totally dissimilar forms. Marx recognized this dissimilarity but 

discontinued short of distributing the two. The dissimilarity between 

ancient socialism and the Asiatic form of production is, as shown by its 

name, that the Asiatic form submits to what Marx reckoned unique 

conditions in the region of Asia. In the view of the Marx, Asia was 

dissimilar from the region of the Europe and the other world. In the region 

of Asia, common belongings and the comparatively lesser developed 

forces of production had continued to be principal while the other headed 

through other production’s forms. This happened, in the viewpoint of 

Marx, as the citizens within the Asiatic form of production were further 

unwilling to develop into sovereign of the community. In order for the 

Asiatic form to be substituted, the obstruction that limits the sovereignty of 

persons regarding the desires of the community should be postponed to let 

the production forces to be more developed. [44] In the Asiatic form, this 

obstruction was stronger than in ancient socialism. In Grundrisse; Marx 

defined this dissimilarity in the two forms: 
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The Asiatic mode essentially suspends on most stubbornly and for the 

highest time. This is owing to its assumption that the person does not turns 

out to be sovereign in comparison with the community; that there is a self-

sufficient circle of production, harmony of cultivation and productions, 

etc. [45] 

 

Few have utilized this difference created by Marx to hit historical 

materialism. In the book titled “A Contemporary Critique of Historical 

Materialism” the author Giddens calls the historical materialism 

"Europocentric". [46] The author claims that Marx, like several other 

authors of his day, observed downward on the region of Asia as barbarous. 

[47] Therefore, the stagnation that was attributed to Asia by Marx, 

Giddens declares, does not be a sign of the accurate Asian circumstance, 

but as a substitute is merely a likeness of European partiality of Marx. [48] 

It is a fact that Marx only briefly argued civilizations outside of the 

region of Europe. His main center was United Kingdom, France and 

Germany. Actually, Marx did not contributed with adequate pages 

Grundrisse, The Ideology of Germany and Capital to the conversation of 

civilizations that don’t belong to Europe. Keeping in mind that these books 

are approximately a joint twenty-five hundred pages, the ratio of 

discussion of Marx does not agree with the ratio of the globe that is not 

non-Europe. Giddens claims that imperfect look of Marx at Asian 

civilizations is a fault inside historical materialism as if the globe is 

continually varying and rising through disagreements, why is Asia 

sluggish? 

It is not possible to deny that Marx wrote very small regarding the 

Oriental civilizations. This might be owing to either to be short of 

knowledge or a shortage of thoughtful. The quotation from Grundrisse, 

though, could be utilized to show why the Oriental civilizations are an 

exemption. For the Asiatic form of production to dispel, a disagreement 

has to exist. In this position of less developed forces of production, no 

disagreement exists. In the Asiatic form of production, as with ancient 

socialism, no classes remain existed; the only method for hostile classes to 

produce is if the forces of production develop and an excess is generated. 

The existence of an excess gives inspiration for persons to crack from the 

community so as to achieve power of this excess. These persons take hold 

of the excess and materialize into fresh societal stratum for instance 

soldier classes, nobles, commoners and priesthoods. [49] The appearance 

of classes indicates a conclusion to ancient socialism. In the Asiatic form 

of production no excess is there. So, there is no inspiration for persons to 

smash from the community. There is a self-supporting surround of 
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production, harmony of cultivation and production, etc. inside the Oriental 

communities that stop class structure. [50] 

Still, Giddens and numerous of others sense that the forces of 

production do not motivate the main periodic changes all the way through 

the past.. [51] 

 

CONCLUSION 

Philosophy of Marx is rising in different ways in the 21
st
 Century. 

Historical materialism could be utilized on order to clarify the history by 

distributing the time into four forms of production those are Primeval, 

Asiatic, capitalist and feudal. There is a rational stream amid these four 

forms. Forces of production have slowly enhanced and with this 

improvement a move in the universal sketch of civilization has happened 

with the objective of improved suit the forces of production. Whether this 

stream will conclude in socialism or whether class rivalries lie beneath all 

past struggles is unrelated. The existence of a stream relied on rising 

forces of production is what makes the difference and what provides 

historical materialism its legitimacy. Karl Marx’s all basic principles still 

stand on this ways.  

Although historical materialism has made its efforts, it still stays a 

concrete theory because of its capability to clarify the largely stream and 

sketch of the history. The changes from one form of production to another 

form are obvious. Every form has constructed upon the preceding and 

human has gradually floated in the direction of an improved approach of 

generating a living. In current article, some particular past examples are 

given to support the historical materialism. The belief is here that this is 

not necessary and somewhat only utilized in an effort to refute the theory 

with no knowledge of its real intention Historical materialism could not be 

reckoned factually. It cannot clarify entire the time that has now become 

the past. It can merely clarify the universal sketch. If it shifts historical 

materialism towards the area of creed as a number have claimed, then so 

be it. This will not remove the potencies of the discussed theory when 

measured as a common rule for learning the history. 
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ABSTRACT 
Pakistan’s Nuclear Program is such a bitter pill which is not being swallowed by the 

western nations. A small country Israel can possess more than 100 nuclear warheads and 

no one has ever raised a finger on Israel’s nuclear program. 

The so-called terrorist attacks on September 11 raised concerns only about the security 

of Pakistan's nuclear arsenal, a country thousand kilometers away. There were no 

concerns about the security of nuclear arsenal of any other country. This shows a pre-

planned course to wipe out Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal, the only Islamic Nuclear State. 

Western countries don’t have any concerns with the security of nuclear weapons of 

Israel, Russia or India. Then why only Pakistan has to pass all the tests to prove her 

innocence. These countries have tried their best to eliminate Pakistan’s Nuclear Program 

but Pakistan’s genius minds enable Pakistan to stand among the Nuclear Powers. 

In 1976 France cancelled a deal for selling a nuclear reprocessing plant to Pakistan 

under US pressure. But our national hero Dr.Abdul Qadeer Khan did a breakthrough in 

the history of Pakistan and invented a cheap process to reprocess our fissile material. No 

other country in Asia has this capability except China and Japan. Even India reprocesses 

its atomic fuel from other countries. 

Pakistani nuclear weapons are in a dismantle form. The fissile cores are stored 

separately from the non-nuclear explosives packages, and that the warheads are stored 

separately from the delivery systems. In a 2001 report, the Defense Department contends 

that "Islamabad's nuclear weapons are probably stored in component form" and that 

"Pakistan probably could assemble the weapons fairly quickly." Therefore the security of 

Pakistan’s Nuclear Arsenal is far more adequate than other countries. In my paper I tried 

my best to defuse the atmosphere of mistrust and doubt between Pakistan and the West. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Ever since Pakistan has acquired its nuclear capability, the only question 

that has been asked repeatedly by United States and the West is “Whether 

Pakistan would be able to secure her nuclear arsenal or not”?  

According to the Western observers during times of relative political and 

social normalcy, the security of Pakistan's nuclear arsenal is probably 

satisfactory and could be expected to develop steady with other nuclear  
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programs worldwide. However, fallout from Pakistan's decision to work  

together with the United States following the September 11, terrorist 

attacks may severely test Pakistan's security system all through its nuclear 

weapons complex. Wavering in Pakistan could make its nuclear weapons 

and stocks of nuclear explosive material dangerously vulnerable to theft. If 

domestic volatility leads to the collapse of the current Pakistani 

government, nuclear weapons and the resources to make them could fall 

into the hands of anti-state actors who are the bitter foe to the United 

States and its allies.  

Pakistan‟s nuclear arsenal consists of approximately 60 nuclear warheads, 

though it could be larger. Islamabad is producing fissile material, adding 

up related production facilities, and deploying extra delivery vehicles. 

These steps will facilitate Pakistan to assume both quantitative and 

qualitative improvements to its nuclear arsenal. Whether and to what 

extent Pakistan‟s current development of its nuclear weapons-related 

facilities is a reaction to the 2008 U.S.-India nuclear assistance agreement 

is unclear. Islamabad does not have a public, detailed nuclear doctrine, but 

its “minimum credible deterrent” is widely regarded as primarily a 

deterrent to Indian military action. 

Pakistan has in recent years taken a number of steps to boost international 

confidence in the security of its nuclear arsenal. In addition to significantly 

overhauling nuclear command and control structures since September 11, 

2001, Islamabad has initiated new personnel security programs. 

Furthermore, Pakistani and some U.S. officials argue that, since the 2004 

revelations about a procurement network run by Chief Pakistani Nuclear 

Scientist Dr.Abdul.QadeerKhan, Islamabad has taken a number of steps to 

develop its nuclear security and to avoid further proliferation of nuclear-

related technologies and materials. A number of important initiatives, such 

as strengthened export control laws, improved personnel security, and 

international nuclear security cooperation programs have enhanced 

Pakistan‟s security situation in recent years. 

Instability in Pakistan has called the amount and resilience of these 

reforms into question. Some observers fear radical coop of a government 

that possesses a nuclear bomb, or proliferation by radical sympathizers 

within Pakistan‟s nuclear complex in case of a collapse of controls. While 

U.S. and Pakistani officials keep on to articulate confidence in controls 

over Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons, continuous in security in the country 

could perish these safeguards. For a broader discussion, see CRS Report 

RL33498, Pakistan-U.S. Relations, by K. Alan Kronstadt. This report will 

be updated. 
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WESTERN WORRIES 
Persistent political volatility in Pakistan and the current army action 

against the Taliban in the northwest of the country have called awareness 

to the issue of the security of the country‟s nuclear weapons. Some 

Western observers believe that Pakistan‟s strategic nuclear assets could be 

obtained by terrorists, or used by fundamentals in the Pakistani 

government. Chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Michael Mullen 

described U.S. concern about the matter during a September 22, 2008, 

speech: To the best of my ability to understand it—and that is with some 

ability—the weapons there are secure. And that even in the change of 

government, the controls of those weapons haven't changed. They said, 

they are their weapons. They're not my weapons. And there are limits to 

what I know. Certainly at a worst-case scenario with respect to Pakistan, I 

worry a great deal about those weapons falling into the hands of terrorists 

and either being proliferated or potentially used. And so, control of those, 

stability, stable control of those weapons is a key concern. And I think 

certainly the Pakistani leadership that I've spoken with on both the military 

and civilian side understands that. 

 

U.S. officials continue to be concerned about the existential threat posed 

by nuclear weapons in aso called destabilized Pakistan. General David H. 

Petraeus, Commander, U.S. Central Command, testified March 31, 2009, 

that “Pakistani state failure would provide transnational terrorist groups 

and other extremist organizations an opportunity to acquire nuclear 

weapons and a safe haven from which to plan and launch attacks.” 

Nevertheless, U.S. officials have generally expressed confidence in the 

security of Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons. President Obama addressed this 

issue in an April 29, 2009, press conference, stating, “I‟m confident that 

we can make sure that Pakistan‟s nuclear arsenal is secure, primarily, 

initially, because the Pakistani army, I think, recognizes the hazards of 

those weapons falling into the wrong hands. We've got strong military-to-

military consultation and cooperation.” He also recognized the sensitivity 

of the issue for Pakistan, saying, “We want to respect their sovereignty, 

but we also recognize that we have huge strategic interests, huge national 

security interests in making sure that Pakistan is stable and that you don't 

end up having a nuclear-armed militant state.”[1] Declining to engage in 

“hypothetical‟s” when asked if the United States is ready to secure the 

nuclear arsenal if the Pakistani government could not do so, President 

Obama said he felt “confident that that nuclear arsenal will remain out of 

militant hands.” 
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General Petraeus reaffirmed this confidence on May 10: “With respect to 

the—the nuclear weapons and—and sites that are controlled by Pakistan 

… we have confidence in their security procedures and elements and 

believe that the security of those sites is adequate.” [2]Admiral Mullen 

echoed this appraisal during a May 14, 2009, hearing before the Senate 

Armed Services Committee. Former Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf 

told a journalist that Islamabad has “given State Department 

nonproliferation experts insight into the command and control of the 

Pakistani arsenal and its on-site safety and security procedures,” [3]but 

U.S. information of Pakistan‟s arsenal remains limited, according to U.S. 

officials. Mullen stated that “we‟re limited in what we actually know” 

about Islamabad‟s nuclear arsenal. Leon Panetta, Director of the Central 

Intelligence Agency, similarly acknowledged in a May 18 speech that the 

United States does not possess the intelligence to locate all of Pakistan‟s 

nuclear weapons-related sites. Pakistani efforts to improve the security of 

its nuclear weapons have been continuing and include some cooperation 

with the United States. Since the 1998 Pakistani and Indian nuclear tests, 

the international community has amplified attention to reducing the risk of 

nuclear war in South Asia. 

The two countries came to the brink of full-scale war in 1999 and 2002, 

and, admitting the dangers, have developed some risk reduction 

procedures to avert accidental nuclear war. Islamabad has also developed 

its command and control systems and enhanced security of military and 

civilian nuclear facilities. Since the 2004 revelations of an extensive 

international nuclear proliferation network run by Pakistani nuclear 

Scientist Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, Islamabad has introduced 

supplementary efforts to improve export controls and monitor nuclear 

personnel. The main security challenges for Pakistan‟s nuclear arsenal are 

keeping the reputation of the command structure, ensuring physical 

security, and preventing illicit proliferation from insiders. 

Pakistan continues to produce fissile material for weapons and seems to be 

augmenting its weapons production facilities, as well as deploying 

additional delivery vehicles—steps that will facilitate both quantitative and 

qualitative improvements in Islamabad‟s nuclear arsenal. 

 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
Pakistan‟s nuclear energy program dates back to the 1950s, but it was the 

loss of East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) in a bloody war with India that 

most likely triggered a political decision in January 1972 (just one month 

later) to begin a secret nuclear weapons program. [4] Deterring India‟s 

nuclear weapons and augmenting Pakistan‟s smaller conventional forces 
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are widely believed to be the primary missions for Islamabad‟s nuclear 

arsenal. Western observers assume India‟s 1974nuclear explosion 

“peaceful” and pivotal moment that gave additional urgency to the 

program. Pakistan produced fissile material for its nuclear weapons using 

gas-centrifuge-based uranium enrichment technology, which it developed 

by the mid-1980s. Highly-enriched uranium (HEU) is one of two types of 

fissile material used in nuclear weapons; the other is plutonium. The 

country‟s main enrichment facility is a centrifuge plant located at Kahuta; 

Pakistan may have other enrichment sites. [5] 

According to Western observers Islamabad gained technology from many 

sources. This extensive assistance is reported to have received uranium 

enrichment technology from Europe, blueprints for a small nuclear 

weapon from China, and missile technology from China. America and 

western countries are unable to digest the fact that Pakistan Nuclear 

Program and its uranium enrichment technology is completely indigenous.  

According to most western public estimates, Pakistan has about 60 nuclear 

weapons, though it could have more; [6] a recent public estimate from two 

prominent experts on the subject stated that the country has between 70 

and 90 nuclear weapons.[7] Pakistan‟s nuclear warheads use an implosion 

design with a solid core of approximately 15-20 kilograms of HEU.[8] 

Islamabad reportedly continues to produce HEU for weapons at a rate of at 

least 100 kilograms per year.[9] Pakistan has also pursued plutonium 

based warheads and continues to produce plutonium for weapons. 

According to US officials Islamabad has received Chinese and European 

assistance for at least some of its plutonium program. The 40-50 megawatt 

heavy-water Khushab plutonium production reactor has been operating 

since 1998. [10] It appears that Islamabad  is constructing two additional 

heavy-water reactors, which will expand considerably Pakistan‟s 

plutonium production capacity, at the same site.[11] Additionally, Pakistan 

has a reprocessing facility [12] at the Some more nightmares of US 

authorities about Pakistan‟s Nuclear Program are that Pakistan Institute of 

Science and Technology (PINSTECH) is apparently constructing 

reprocessing facilities. Nuclear Fuel reported in 2000 that, according to 

“senior U.S. government officials,” Islamabad had begun operating a 

“pilot-scale” reprocessing facility at the New Laboratories facility at 

PINSTECH.[13] Pakistan also appears to be constructing a second 

reprocessing facility at the site [14] and may be completing a reprocessing 

facility located at Chasma.[15] Islamabad‟s construction of additional 

nuclear reactors and expansion of its reprocessing capabilities could 

indicate plans to increase and improve Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons arsenal 

in the near future. Indeed, Defense Intelligence Agency Director Michael 
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Maples told the Senate Armed Services Committee on March 10, 2009, 

that “Pakistan continues to develop its nuclear infrastructure, expand 

nuclear weapon stockpiles and seek more advanced warheads and delivery 

systems.”
 
[16]

 
Similarly, Admiral Mullen confirmed during the May 14 

hearing that the United States has “evidence” that Pakistan is expanding its 

nuclear arsenal. In reality Pakistan cannot afford such huge amounts to 

expend on such mega projects. Pakistani people are struggling for their 

basic necessities of food, poverty, education, unemployment and health.  

These are all the nightmares of United States and western countries. In fact 

Pakistan is striving hard to get rid from its acute power shortage by using 

its nuclear program for electricity generation. 

 

DELIVERY VEHICLES 
Pakistan has two types of delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons: aircraft 

controlled by the Pakistan Air Force and surface-to-surface missiles 

controlled by the Pakistan Army. Pakistan could carry its nuclear weapons 

using F-16s, provided that modifications are made. It is extensively 

understood that Islamabad has made modifications to the F-16spreviously 

sold to them.[17] Even though concerns have been sought about the 

impact of these sales on the strategic balance in South Asia,[18] the U.S. 

government believes that the sale of additional F-16s to Pakistan will not 

change the regional balance of power.[19] The agreement for provision of 

an additional 36 aircraft was signed on September 30, 2006, as was the 

contract for the weapons for those aircraft and a contract to perform the 

mid-life upgrade on Pakistan‟s F-16A/B model aircraft. Pakistan‟s F-16 

fleet will therefore be extended, but it is unclear what segment of the fleet 

will be capable of a nuclear mission. Mirage III and V aircraft could also 

be used, although would have limited range. A-5‟s may have been 

modified to carry a nuclear payload.[20] 

After India‟s first test of its Prithvi ballistic missile in 1988, Pakistan  its 

own missile program and has three types of ballistic missiles thought to be 

nuclear-capable: the solid-fuel Hatf-III (Ghaznavi), with a range of about 

400 kilometers; the solid-fuel Hatf-IV (Shaheen), with a range of over 450 

kilometers[21] ; and the liquid-fuel Hatf-V (Ghauri), with an approximate 

range of almost 1,300 kilometers. The solid-fuel Hatf-VI (Shaheen-2) 

missile, when deployed, will be “capable of reaching targets out to 2,000 

kilometers,” Maples stated March 10,[22] adding that Islamabad has made 

“significant progress” on the missile. A 2009 National Air and Space 

Intelligence Center report appears to support this conclusion, stating that 

the missile “probably will soon be deployed.” Islamabad continues to 

carry out ballistic missile tests, but notifies India in advance in accordance 
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with an October 2005 bilateral missile pre-notification pact. Maples also 

indicated that Pakistan is developing nuclear-capable cruise missiles; the 

Babur (ground launched) and the Ra’ad(air-launched), both of which will 

have estimated ranges of 320kilometers. 

 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 
Pakistan‟s command and control over its nuclear weapons is 

compartmentalized and includes strict operational security. The 

government‟s command and control system is based on “C4I2SR” 

(command, control, communication, computers, intelligence, information, 

surveillance and reconnaissance). Islamabad‟s Strategic Command 

Organization has a three-piled structure, consisting of the National 

Command Authority (NCA), the Strategic Plans Division (SPD), and the 

Strategic Forces Commands. 

The NCA, established in 2000, supervises the functions and management 

of all of Pakistan‟s organizations concerned in nuclear weapons research, 

development, and employment, as well as the military services that operate 

the strategic forces.
 
The Prime Minister, as Head of Government, is 

Chairperson of the NCA.[23] The NCA also includes the chair of the joint 

chiefs of staff, the Ministers of Defense, Interior, and Finance, the 

Director- General of the SPD, and the Commanders of the Army, Air 

Force, and Navy. The final authority to initiate a nuclear strike requires 

consensus within the NCA; the Chairperson must cast the final vote. The 

NCA is comprised of two committees, the Employment Control 

Committee (ECC) and the Development Control Committee (DCC), each 

of which includes a mix of civilian and military officials. The ECC‟s 

functions include establishing a command and control system over the use 

of nuclear weapons. The DCC “workout technical, financial and 

administrative control over all strategic organizations, including national 

laboratories and research and development organizations associated with 

the development and modernization of nuclear weapons.”[24] 

The SPD is governed by a Director General from the Army and acts as the 

secretariat for the NCA.The SPD‟s functions include devising Islamabad‟s 

nuclear policy, strategy, and doctrine; developing the nuclear chain of 

command; and formulating operational plans at the service level for the 

movement, deployment, and use of nuclear weapons. The Army, Air 

Force, and Navy each have their own strategic force command, but 

operational planning and control residue with the NCA. The SPD 

coordinates operational plans with the strategic forces commands. 

According to current and former Pakistani officials, Islamabad employs a 
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system which requires that at least two, and perhaps three, people 

authenticate launch codes for nuclear weapons. [25] 

On December 13, 2007, then-President Musharraf formalized these 

authorities and structure in the “National Command Authority Ordinance, 

2007.” [26]  The NCA was established by executive order, but now has a 

legal basis. Analysts point out that the timing of this order was meant to 

help the command and control system weather political transitions and 

potentially protect the military‟s strong control over the system. The 

ordinance also addresses the problems of the proliferation of nuclear 

knowledge and personnel dependability. It outlines punishable crimes 

associated to infringe of discretion or leakage of “secured information,” 

gives the SPD authority to inspect doubtful conduct, states that 

punishment for these offenses can be up to 25 years detention, and applies 

to both serving and retired personnel, including military personnel, despite 

any other laws. As a result, Pakistani authorities say that the ordinance 

should strengthen their control over strategic organizations and their 

personnel. 

 

SECURITY CONCERNS 
According to a 2001 Department of Defense report, Islamabad‟s nuclear 

weapons “are probably stored in component form,”[27] which suggests 

that the nuclear warheads are stored separately from delivery vehicles. 

According to some reports, the fissile cores of the weapons are separated 

from the non-nuclear explosives.[28] But whether this is in fact the case is 

uncertain; one report states that the warheads and delivery vehicles are 

most likely stored separately in facilities close to one another, but says 

nothing about the fissile cores.[29] And, according to an account of a 2008 

experts „group visit to Pakistan, Lt. Gen. Khalid Kidwai, the head of the 

SPD, suggested that the nuclear warheads (containing the fissile cores) 

may be mated with their delivery vehicles.[30] According toKidwai, the 

report says, the SPD‟s official position is that the weapons “will be ready 

when required, at the shortest notice; [but] the Pakistani doctrine is not 

endorsing a US-USSR model with weapons on hair trigger alert.” The 

2001 Defense Department report says that Pakistan can probably assemble 

its weapons fairly quickly.[31] 
It warrants state that, even though separate storage may supply a layer of 

protection against accidental launch or prevent theft of an assembled 

weapon, it may be easier for unauthorized people to take away a weapon‟s 

fissile material core if it is not assembled. Scattering of the possessions 

may also generate more prospective access points for acquirement and 

may increase the risk of diversion.[32] 
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As the United States arranged to launch an attack on the Afghan Taliban 

after September 11, 

2001, President Musharraf allegedly ordered that Pakistan‟s nuclear 

arsenal be redeployed to   “at least six secret new locations.”[33] This 

action came at a time of uncertainly about the future of the region, 

including the trend of U.S.-Pakistan relations. Islamabad‟s leadership was 

unsure whether the United States would choose to conduct military strikes 

against Pakistan‟s nuclear assets if the government did not support the 

United States against the Taliban. Certainly, President Musharraf cited 

security of Pakistan‟s nuclear and missile assets as one of the reasons for 

Islamabad‟s dramatic policy shift.[34] 

These happenings, in blend with the 1999 Kargil crisis, the 2002 conflict 

with India at the Line of Control, and revelations about the A.Q. Khan 

proliferation network, motivated a variety of reforms to secure the nuclear 

structure. Threat of nuclear war in South Asia ran high in the 1999Kargil 

crisis, when the Pakistani military is supposed to have begun preparing 

nuclear-tipped missiles.[35] It should be noted that, even at the high alert 

levels of 2001 and 2002, there were no reports of Pakistan mating the 

warheads with delivery systems.[36] 

In the fall of 2007 and early 2008, some western observers uttered concern 

about the protection of the country‟s arsenal if political insecurity were to 

persist.[37]
 

Our own leaders gave confidential information to our masters just to 

remain in power or to gain power. Former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto 

said in a November 5, 2007, interview that, although then-President 

Musharraf claimed to be infirm control of the nuclear arsenal, she feared 

this control could weaken due to instability in the country.[38] Similarly, 

Michael Krepon of the Henry L. Stimson Center has stressed that “an 

extended period of turmoil and power struggle among the country‟s 

President, Prime Minister, and Army Chief” could endanger the army‟s 

unity of command, which “is essential for nuclear security.”[39] During 

that time, U.S. military officials also articulated apprehension about the 

security of Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons.[40] Director General of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency(IAEA), Mohamed El Baradei, also 

has expressed fears that a fundamental regime could take power in 

Pakistan, and thus obtain nuclear weapons.[41] Experts also be concerned 

that while nuclear weapons are currently under firm control, with 

warheads disassembled, technology could be sold off by insiders during a 

worsened crisis.[42] 

However, U.S. intelligence officials have expressed firm confidence 

regarding the security of Islamabad‟s nuclear weapons. Deputy Secretary 
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of State John D. Negroponte in statement to Congress on November 7, 

2007 said he believed that there is “plenty of succession planning that‟s 

going on in the Pakistani military” and that Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons are 

under “effective technical control.”[43] Similarly, Donald Kerr, Principal 

Deputy Director of National Intelligence, told a Washington audience May 

29, 2008, that the Pakistani military‟s control of the nuclear weapons is “a 

good thing because that‟s an institution in Pakistan that has, in fact, 

withstood many of the political changes over the years.” A Department of 

Defense spokesperson told reporters December 9, 2008, that Washington 

has “no motive at this point to have any anxiety with regards to the 

security” of Islamabad‟s nuclear arsenal. More recently, Maples stated 

March10, 2009, that Islamabad “has taken vital steps to protect its nuclear 

weapons,” although he pointed out that “vulnerabilities exist.” 

Other governments have also expressed opinions concerning the security 

of Pakistan‟s nuclear arsenal. For example, Indian National Security 

Adviser M. K. Narayanan said that Pakistan nuclear arsenal is safe and has 

adequate checks and balances.[44] Similarly, Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs David Miliband told the Charlie Rose 

Show December 15, 2008, that Islamabad‟s nuclear weapons “are under 

pretty close lock and key.” Russian Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Ivanov, 

though, seemed fairly less optimistic in a March 24, 2009, television 

interview, stating that Moscow is “very much worried” about the security 

of Pakistan‟s arsenal.[45] 

Pakistani officials have constantly expressed confidence in the security of 

the country‟s nuclear arsenal. Then-President Musharraf stated in 

November 2007 that Pakistan‟s nuclear weapons are under “total custodial 

controls.”[46] More recently, President Asif Ali Zardari told CNN 

December2, 2008, that the country‟s nuclear command and control system 

“is working well.” Furthermore, a Pakistani Foreign Ministry 

spokesperson stated May 21, 2009, that “there is simply no question of our 

strategic assets falling into the wrong hands. We have full confidence in 

our procedures, mechanisms and command and control systems.” 

In addition to the above scenarios, the security of Pakistan‟s nuclear 

weapons could also be altered by another conflict between India and 

Pakistan, Michael Krepon argued, explaining that an “increasing war with 

nuclear forces in the field would add to the possibility of accidents, 

miscalculations, and the use of nuclear weapons.” This is because when 

tensions rise precipitously with India, the promptness level of Pakistan‟s 

nuclear deterrent also rises. Because the geographical coordinates of 

Pakistan‟s main nuclear weapon storage sites, missile, and air bases can be 

readily identified from satellites—and therefore targeted by opposing 
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forces—the dictates of deterrence mandate some movement of launchers 

and weapons from fixed locations during crises. Nuclear weapons on the 

move are inherently less secure than nuclear weapons at heavily-guarded 

storage sites. Weapons and launchers in motion are also more susceptible 

to “insider” threats and accidents.[47] Such a war, Krepon added, would 

also place stress on the army‟s unity of command. Krepon has also pointed 

out that Islamabad faces a dilemma, because less-dispersed nuclear 

weapons may bemore vulnerable to a disarming military strike from 

India.[48] 

 

US AND WESTERN CONCERNS OVER 

PROLIFERATION  
Many observers are anxious that other states or terrorist organizations 

could acquire material or knowledge related to nuclear weapons from 

Pakistan.[49] Beginning in the 1970s, Pakistan used concealed 

procurement networks to develop its nuclear weapons program. It is 

believed by the West that Former Pakistani Nuclear Scientist A.Q. Khan 

subsequently used a similar network to supply Libya, North Korea, and 

Iran with materials related to uranium enrichment.[50] 

Western Observers also believed that Al-Qaeda has also wanted assistance 

from the Khan network. According to former Director of Central 

Intelligence George Tenet, the United States “received incomplete 

information from an intelligence service” that in 1998 Osama bin Laden 

had “sent emissaries to establish contact “with the network.[51] Other 

Pakistani sources could also supply nuclear material to terrorist 

organizations. According to a 2005 report by the Commission on the 

Intelligence Capabilities of the United States concerning Weapons of Mass 

Destruction, Al-Qaeda “had established contact with Pakistani scientists 

who discussed development of nuclear devices that would require hard to-

obtain materials like uranium to create a nuclear explosion.”[52] Tenet 

explains that these scientists were affiliated with a different organization 

than the Khan network. 

The recent status of Pakistan‟s nuclear export network is uncertain, while 

most U.S official reports point out that, at the least, it has been smashed 

considerably. Director of National Intelligence John D. Negroponte 

obscure that the network had been dismantled when he asserted in a 

January 11, 2007, statement to the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence that “Pakistan had been a chief source of nuclear proliferation 

until the disruption of the A.Q. Khan network.”[53] 

A January 12, 2009, State Department press release said that the network 

“is no longer working.” For its part, Pakistan‟s Foreign Office stated 
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February 7, 2009, that Pakistan “has dismantled the nuclear black market 

network.” Asked during a July 20, 2009, interview whether Pakistan was 

transferring “nuclear weapons” or related advice to North Korea, Secretary 

of State Hillary Clinton replied that there is “no proof” that Pakistan is 

doing so. 

However, when inquired about the network‟s recent status during a July 

25, 2007, Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing, Undersecretary for 

Political Affairs Nicholas Burns replied that: I cannot assert that no part of 

that network exists, but it‟s my understanding based on our conversations 

with the Pakistanis that the network has been basically dismantled.  

Asked about Pakistan‟s assistance in investigating the network, Burns 

recognized that the United States has not had “personal, consistent access” 

to Khan, but added that he did not “have all the details of everything 

we‟ve done.” Likewise, the IAEA has not yet been able to interview Khan 

directly, according to an agency official. However, Islamabad has 

responded to written questions from the IAEA and has been cooperative 

with the agency‟s investigation of Iran‟s nuclear program.[54] Khan 

himself told Dawn News TV May 29, 2008, that he would not cooperate 

with U.S. or IAEA investigators. A Pakistani Foreign Office spokesperson 

told reporters in May2006 that the government considered the Khan 

investigation “closed”—a position an Office spokesperson reiterated 

February 6, 2009. 

The State Department announced January 12, 2009, that it was imposing 

sanctions on 13 individuals and three companies for their involvement in 

the Khan network. The sanctions were imposed under the Export-Import 

Bank Act, the Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act, and Executive Orders 

12938 and 13382. 

 

PAKISTAN’S RESPONSE OVER US AND WESTERN 

CONCERNS  
Undersecretary Burns admitted in July 2007 that the Bush administration 

has “told the Pakistani government that it is its liability ... to make sure” 

that neither the Khan network nor a “similar organization” resurfaces in 

the country. Since the revelations about the Khan network, Pakistan 

appears to have enlarged its efforts to prevent nuclear proliferation.  
But whether and to what degree these efforts have been triumphant is not 

yet clear. It is worth noting that, because Khan performed his proliferation 

activities as a government official, they do not necessarily indicate a 

failure of Islamabad‟s export controls. 

Pakistani officials confirmed that Islamabad has taken a number of steps to 

prevent further proliferation of nuclear-related technologies and materials. 
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[55] For example, Islamabad adopted in September 2004 new national 

export controls legislation which includes a prerequisite that the 

government issue control lists for “goods, technologies, material, and 

equipment which may assist to designing, development, stockpiling, [and] 

use” of nuclear weapons and related delivery systems. According to a 

February 2008 presentation by Zafar Ali, Director of Pakistan‟s Strategic 

Export Controls Division (SECDIV), [56] the lists, which were issued in 

October 2005 and are to be periodically updated, comprise of items 

controlled by multilateral export control regimes, such as the Nuclear 

Suppliers Group, the Australia Group, and the Missile Technology Control 

Regime.[57] The export controls legislation also includes a catch-all 

clause, which requires exporters to report the government if they are 

conscious or suspect that goods or technology are intended by the end-user 

for use in nuclear or biological weapons, or missiles capable of delivering 

such weapons.[58] 

The legislation comprise of several other important elements, such as end-

use and end-user guarantee requirements and new penalties for violators. 

Since its adoption, Pakistan has established the SECDIV and an associated 

Oversight Board. The SECDIV is accountable for making rules and 

regulations for implementing the legislation. The board is consisted of 

officials from various agencies and is governed by Pakistan‟s Foreign 

Secretary. 

Islamabad says that it has also taken several other steps to increase its 

nuclear security. For example, the government declared in June 2007 that 

it is “enforcing a National Security Action Plan with the [IAEA‟s] 

assistance.” That same month, Pakistan also participated in the U.S.- and 

Russian-led Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism. As noted 

above, the December 2007National Command Authority Ordinance also 

includes measures to avoid the spread of nuclear associated materials and 

expertise. 

Pakistani officials participating in an April 2007 Partnership for Global 

Security workshop stressed that Islamabad has enhanced the reliability of 

its nuclear employees by, for example, making security clearance 

procedures more strict. However, the officials also recognized that 

Islamabad still needs to do more to control its nuclear expertise.[59] 

Similarly, Admiral Mullen stated May 14, 2009, that the country‟s 

personnel reliability system must “carry on to improve.” 

The United States has also extended export control assistance to Pakistan. 

Burns described numerous such efforts in his July 2007 testimony.[60 

Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security-

Designate Ellen Tauscher told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
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that the Obama administration does not support conditioning aid to 

Pakistan on permitting direct U.S. access to Khan, arguing, in part, that the 

United States has “obtained a great deal of information about the Khan 

network without having direct access to A.Q. Khan.”[61]. 

 

CONCLUSION 
American and Western observers assume India‟s 1974 and 1998nuclear 

explosions “peaceful” while consider Pakistan‟s nuclear tests “hazardous”. 

Why there have been double standards while dealing with India and 

Pakistan on nuclear issues. 

 

A report last year suggested that the US send in Special Forces to help 

"secure the Pakistani nuclear arsenal. Pakistan's foreign office dismissed 

the report as "outlandish musings", insisting there was no danger of the 

country's strategic assets falling into the wrong hands.  

 

At the moment, few believe Taliban could take power in Pakistan. But 

there has been enormous apprehension over Pakistan's nuclear facilities 

since 2004. That was when the "father of Pakistan's nuclear program", AQ 

Khan, most probably under pressure confessed to leaking nuclear secrets 

to Iran, North Korea and Libya. He received a presidential pardon and has 

since been under house arrest. Pakistan's government says he has revealed 

the full extent of his activities.  

Estimates of the number of weapons Pakistan has vary from 40 to more 

than 100 warheads. Once upon a time, the received wisdom was that 

Pakistan needed three bombs, to attack Delhi, Mumbai and Calcutta in 

neighboring nuclear competitor, India. More weapons means more people 

having access to the weapons facilities.  

But it is believed that the real weapons are safe. As far as the weapons 

themselves are concerned, I don't believe they can be stolen by 

fundamentalist groups like al-Qaeda. The days of smuggling centrifuges 

out of Kahuta(Pakistan's main nuclear research facility) defunct with AQ 

Khan. 

Pakistan's nuclear weapons are only as much at threat as those of the US or 

India. There are differing zones of security and everyone is checked and 

double checked while entering and leaving the facility. Even highly 

trained troops would find it almost impractical to storm Pakistan's nuclear 

facilities.  

In the first place there is the secrecy surrounding the real weapons storage 

and development facilities.  
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Everybody discuss about Kahuta, whereas it is no longer the main facility. 

The manner the nuclear facilities were built makes infiltration nearly 

impossible. Facilities like Kahuta are built hundreds of feet underground. 

Pakistan has taken steps to increase the safety of its nuclear weapons. 

These include sending personnel who safeguard the facilities for training 

in the US.  

It is believed that even small amounts of Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) 

or plutonium could not be smuggled out of Pakistan's nuclear facilities.  

About 25kgof fissile material is required to make a device the size of [that 

used at] Hiroshima, and having so much quantity of fissile material is not 

easy.  

It is easy to comprehend that the fissile material is the main component for 

the manufacture a nuclear device and it is not such a thing which is easily 

available. 

Both the weapons and the fissile material are accorded the same level of 

security because both have the same possibility of being stolen. 

United State has always played a Hippocratic role in the disguise of a 

friend. Whether there were Indo-Pak Wars of 1965, 1971, Pressler 

Amendment or additional sanctions after the Pakistan‟s nuclear tests in 

1998.United States has always deserted Pakistan in the moment of distress. 

United States has made Pakistan its Buddy but only to get her interests and 

benefits. Pakistan is in dare need of Civil Nuclear Technology for 

generating electricity and has requested for it repeatedly from United 

States but all in vein on contrary America has signed a Civil Nuclear 

Cooperation Pact with India in 2008.  

Nobody has ever suggest to send inspection teams at the nuclear sites of 

India, Israel, European Union Countries, Russia and USA or to send 

Special Forces to these countries for the protection of their nuclear 

weapons then why only Pakistan becomes the target of these harsh 

policies. 
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in which participants agree to adhere to common export policy guidelines 

applied to an “annex” that lists items related to the proliferation of ballistic and 

cruise missiles, rockets, and unmanned air vehicles capable of delivering 

weapons of mass destruction. 
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58  The Chemical Weapons Convention Implementation Ordinance of 2000 

regulates the import and export of chemicals in accordance with the convention. 

59  Building Confidence in Pakistan‟s Nuclear Security: Workshop Synopsis. April 

30, 2007. 

60  Burns mentioned Pakistan‟s participation in the Container Security Initiative and 

the Secure Freight Initiative. Under these programs, “the United States and 

Pakistan worked together to install screening and radiation detection equipment 

to scan U.S.-bound cargo.” He also stated that the Department of Energy “is 

working with Pakistan on radiation source security and is in the process of 

finalizing an agreement to install radiation detection equipment at Pakistani 

ports and border crossings.” 

61 Question #54, Pre-Hearing Questions for the Record by Senator Richard Lugar 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Nomination of Ellen M. Tauscher to be 

Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security.http:// 

lugar.senate.gov/sfrc/pdf/TauscherQFR.pdf. 
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ABSTRACT 
This research paper aims at finding out those qualities of Mohammad Ali Jinnah which 

established him as one of the greatest lawyers of the undivided India. Traces of his 

formative years show that he was by temperament an advocate for he possessed all the 

good qualities, such as honesty, integrity, logical and reasoning mind, shrewdness and 

wit. All these qualities are required in the making of a great lawyer. His stay at Lincoln’s 

Inn and his visits to the House of Commons for the purpose of listening to the speeches of 

great political leaders of the time left indelible mark upon him. Apart from all his great 

professional achievements, the winning of the case of Muslim’s freedom in the sub-

Continent is perhaps the greatest achievement of any professional lawyer in the world so 

far.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah‟s (1876-1948) success as a great 

lawyer is not less than his political achievements, if not more. As a matter 

of fact, he is the lawyer first and the politician later. At the same time, his 

success as a lawyer gained him grounds in politics. With his shrewd and 

alert mind he won hearts of friends and foes alike. Not only inside the 

court, but also outside it he resolved issues with his logical and 

methodological mind. His character manifested such traits as elegant, 

eloquent, shrewd and prudent; proud, assertive, willful, grave, disciplined, 

orderly and persevering; competent organizer, skillful negotiator, able 

tactician, master of detail; unselfish, honest, and incorruptible; rational, 

logical and given to the rule of law. His clarity of mind and penetration to 

essential are the traits which lie behind his success as a barrister of fame  
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and respect. His logical and methodological mind could see things in their 

true reality. That is why Mr. Jinnah‟s realism and pragmatism paved way 

for him first in the courts and law and then in the avenues of politics.  

There is an overwhelming agreement that the father of the nation 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah was a man of integrity and man of principles. He 

turned into a full-fledged barrister at the age of twenty years which also 

shows his commitment with his profession. Several of Jinnah‟s historians 

are of the view that he was endowed with extra-ordinary qualities since 

birth. He had to experience early detachment from his family as he was 

sent to Mumbai (then Bombay) at Gokul Das Tejpal School for his 

primary education. This detachment is said to have made Mr. Jinnah quite 

reserved in nature. His personal secretary Matlubul Hasan Saiyid writes, 

“Perhaps it was at this time of his life that he discovered the secret of a 

single-handed struggle for existence, which in later years helped him so 

much.” [1] Undoubtedly, it instilled a strong sense of a single-handed 

struggle for existence, which in later years helped him so much.” [1] 

Undoubtedly, it instilled a strong sense of independence and self-reliance 

in him. The founder of the Pakistan Mohammad Ali Jinnah showed 

remarkable mental traits even from the boyhood. That‟s why on his return 

to Karachi, an English comrade of his family, Sir Fredrick Leigh Croft 

(1860-1930), advised his father to send him to England to study law. 

However, another account is more interesting regarding the decision about 

young Jinnah‟s future career. The story is also told that once in his 

boyhood he (Mohammad Ali Jinnah) accompanied his father to courts of 

law at Karachi. “When he saw an advocate in gown and bands he 

expressed his desire to be a barrister and probably this was also one of the 

reasons why his father sent him to London to qualify for the Bar at a 

comparatively very young age.” [2] 

Mr. Jinnah‟s stay at London is marked with lasting influences and 

impressions upon young Jinnah. Apart from the curriculum, we also come 

to know his interest in politics and drama. Remember that these are the 

formative years of young Jinnah who joined Lincoln‟s Inn with the sole 

reason which he himself states: “I joined Lincoln‟s Inn because there, on 

the main entrance, the name of the last Holy Prophet Hazrat Mohammad 

(Peace Be upon Him) was included in the list of the great law-givers of the 

world.” [3] Such was his devotion to religion and the Prophet of Islam. At 

Lincoln‟s Inn, he went through the curriculum with distinction along with 

a good deal of political practice to his belt under the able-guidance of a 

personality, Dadabhai Naoroji (1825-1917) who was the founder and 

President of Indian Society in London. Once Mohammad Ali Jinnah was 

asked about the nature of his curriculum and process of examination at 
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Lincoln‟s Inn to which he jokingly replied, “…..it was no more difficult 

than to attend a number of dinners, some twenty-two of them.” [4]  

Mr. Jinnah‟s stay in London refined and polished what is normally called a 

diamond in the rough. We find him a fully-matured man when he returns 

to India. All the traits of his character are nourished to the full. Saleem M. 

M. Qureshi describes his traits of character in his book “The Politics of 

Jinnah” in these words. “The character traits of Mr. Jinnah may be 

summed up fewer than five subheadings: moral character, mental 

character, one-dimensional personality, self-control and a strong British 

orientation.” [5] The learned writer further throws light on the personality 

of Mr. Jinnah, especially his moral character by saying, “Jinnah was 

essential an electric in spite of the fact that finally Jinnah led a movement 

which had strong religious overtones. He lived by his own lights and never 

attempted to impose his views on the life style of others, i.e., live and let 

live.” [6] Therefore, when he comes back he is fully equipped with what is 

needed in the courts of law in United India.  

Speech orientation is one of the major ingredients in the making a good 

lawyer. Mr. Jinnah possessed this quality to the optimum level. During his 

stay in London, it was his normal practice to go to the House of Commons 

and listen to the speeches delivered by the then famous political 

personalities. Likewise, historians also mention his taking part in theatrical 

performances.  As a matter of fact, he got membership of Shakespearean 

Dramatic Club where he took part as an amateur actor. It is for this reason 

that “William Shakespeare (1564-1616) always, since then pervaded his 

public and private utterances and writings, and touch of dramatic 

gesticulation was visible throughout his career of public speaking.” [7] 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah found himself installed as a Third Presidency 

Magistrate but for a temporary period of three months for he had got this 

appointment in place of P. H. Dastur who had gone on leave. But talents 

like Jinnah don‟t need long durations of time to prove their worth. Luckily, 

he got extension for another three months as P. H. Dastur was promoted as 

Chief Presidency Magistrate in place of Sander-Slater. When Mr. Jinnah‟s 

next three month term was over, Sir Charles requested him to make 

himself available for future, with increased scale of pay up to fifteen 

hundred rupees but Jinnah declined this offer by saying that he wanted to 

earn two thousand rupees per day. After two years, Sir Ollivant was 

pleased to know that Jinnah was earning almost two thousand rupees a 

month. Such was his faith in his own abilities. He never walked in 

someone else‟s shows and always made his own plans and succeeded in 

the long run. Once he was asked what was essential for success to which 

he replied, “Character, courage, industry and perseverance are the four 
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pillars on which the whole edifice of human life can be built, and failure is 

a word unknown to me.” [8] 

Bombay High Courts proved a great place for Mr. Jinnah to make full 

advantage of the opportunities that came his way. At that period of history, 

Bombay High Courts had original as well as appellate jurisdiction. Syed 

Sharifuddin Pirzada remarks that there existed a dual system of appearance 

of council briefed and instructed by a solicitor. Moreover, the majority of 

the solicitors were British and it really very difficult for Indian Counsels, 

especially Muslims to get briefs and advance their practice. Besides, the 

British showed a kind of racial superiority so it was very difficult to get 

equal opportunities to compete them. It was under such suffocating 

atmosphere that Mr. Jinnah, by his ability, strenuous efforts and skill in the 

conduct of cases, captured a lucrative practice. Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada 

sums up his view in these words, “sensational cases apart, he had built up 

a solid, substantial and lucrative practice within a few years after his return 

to Bombay. He was the most versatile of advocates, practicing with equal 

success before civil and criminal courts, original and appellate sides of the 

High Courts and last but not the least, before the highest Tribunal of the 

Commonwealth, the Privy Council.” [9] 

Mr. Jinnah‟s legal profile contains a long list of famous cases which he 

won or he at least saved the main accused from the gallows. Mohammad 

Ali Jinnah‟s advocacy was out of question both in the constitutional and 

criminal cases. He won validity of Sir Pherozeshah Mehta‟s election to the 

Bombay Municipal Corporation. In the case of Bal Gangadhar Tilak 

(1856-1920) who was convicted for sedition, Mr. Jinnah caught the judges 

off guard when he drew distinction between disaffection and 

disapprobation. He argued that it was not sedition for an Indian to demand 

freedom and self-government in his own country, but Tilak received a 

rigorous term of imprisonment. However, the case which proved Mr. 

Jinnah a matchless genius was the suit of Haji Bibi concerning the Aga 

Khan. Pirzada gives accounts of this case in the following words, “in the 

suit of Haji Bibi concerning His Highness Sir Sultan Mahomed the Aga 

Khan (1877-1957), which is conceded the longest suit in Bombay‟s legal 

history, Jinnah represented Shamsuddin, one of the contesting defendants. 

The magnitude of the case may be gathered from the fact that voluminous 

evidence on commission was taken at various places all over the world, 

and as many as 128 issues were raised therein.” [10]  

Similarly, Mr. Jinnah‟s perfect skill saved Benjamin Guy Horniman 

known as B.G. Horniman in the well-known defamation case against him. 

He could also deal with religious doctrines of both the Muslims and the 

Hindus proved his point before the judge. He could provide evidence from 
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different schools of the religious doctrine with such perfect argumentation 

that the court would have agree with him, though reluctantly. Therefore, 

his reputation as a successful lawyer spread far and wide very soon. Nisar 

Ahmad Pannoun in his book, “Jinnah the Lawyer” has collected tributes of 

different personalities about Mr. Jinnah. One is given here which is of 

course an analysis-cum-tribute; given us a deep insight into the mind of 

20
th

 century‟s most shrewd man of united India. The author relates, “The 

Non-Muslim members of the Bar paid tribute in the following words: 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah was scrupulously honest, he never did any injustice 

or a shady act, and there was no one to touch him legal argument. He was 

what God made him. He had a sixth sense, he could see around corners, a 

very clear thinker, drove his points home, points chosen with exquisite 

selection, with slow delivery, word by word; it was all pure, cold logic. No 

one could deny his power of argument. When he stood up in Court, slowly 

looking towards the judge, placing his monocle in his eyes ----- with the 

sense of timing you would expect from an actor ------ he became 

omnipotent. Yes, that is the word ------ omnipotent.” [11] 

There is a case in the profile of Mr. Jinnah which he lost, not because of 

his own faults but because the accused did not cooperate with him. It is the 

famous case of blasphemy against the Holy Prophet Hazrat Mohammad 

(Peace Be upon Him); an illiterate boy from Lahore killed the author of a 

highly controversial book containing blasphemous criticism against the 

last Holy Prophet. In 1923, Parashaad Prataab authored Rangeela Rasool, 

under the pin name of Pandit Chamupati Lal. He convinced Rajpal, a 

Hindu publisher, to publish the book. This book created a great surge of 

anger among the Indian Muslims who wanted that both the publisher and 

the author must be hanged. The Session Courts found Rajpal guilty and 

sentenced him. Rajpal appealed against this decision in the Lahore High 

Courts. The judge of the High Courts, Daleep Singh, set aside the sentence 

with the remarks that criticism against religious leaders is not covered by 

S. 153 of the Indian penal Court. This decision was widely criticized 

throughout the sub-continent and protests were made against it by the 

Muslims of United India.  

Ilm Din (1908-1929) was an illiterate who under his religious zeal stabbed 

the afore-mentioned publisher and presented himself to the police. Mr. 

Jinnah came from Bombay on the request of Dr. Allama Mohammad Iqbal 

(1877-1938) to be Ilm Din‟s defence lawyer. Mr. Jinnah met the accused 

in the jail and urged him to enter a plea of not guilty and to say that he 

acted due to extreme provocation. Ilm Din refused to offer such a plea and 

said that he was proud of his action. This was the only case which Mr. 

Jinnah lost. Contrary to the wishes of Ilm Din, the Indian Muslims lodged 
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an appeal and Mohammad Ali Jinnah appeared in the High Courts to 

convince the judges against the death sentence, but the appeal was 

rejected. Pirzada sums up this case in these words, “in the case of 

assassination of the author of Rangeela Rasool, the assailant, Ilm Din, had 

been sentenced to death. In the appeal, Mr. Jinnah, representing him, 

pleaded that provocation coupled with the youth of the accused were good 

grounds for not inflicting the death penalty. The British judges, however, 

did not allow any weight to these submissions; and the young man was 

executed.” [12] 

Mr. Jinnah was very courageous and bold lawyer and showed his courage 

at several occasions inside as well outside the courts. Nisar Ahmad 

Pannoun relates an interesting story about his undaunted courage in his 

book, namely,“Jinnah the Lawyer.” It happened that once a Scotsman, 

named James Macdonald, the then president of Bombay Municipal 

Corporation, was in the Courts during the hearings of some important 

case. The Court-room was crowded and all the seats were occupied when 

Mr. Jinnah came. Mr. Jinnah saw that Mr. Macdonald was occupying one 

of the seats reserved for the lawyers. “He (Mr. Jinnah) asked him to move 

but Mr. Macdonald refused. So he asked the clerk of the court who 

reluctantly asked Mr. Macdonald to yield up his place to Mohammad Ali 

Jinnah. Mr. Macdonald had given the chair and he was so impressed by 

him that he soon appointed him to act for corporation for a fee of Rs. 1, 

000, 00 per month.” [13]  

Mr. Jinnah was quite witty and sharp. Sometimes his point blank and curt 

remarks would stun the whole Court-room. As earlier discussed, Mr. 

Jinnah had watched and taken part in dramatic performances at 

Shakespearean Dramatic Club, he always pleaded his case with the perfect 

timing of an actor. During one of the law proceedings before Justice 

Martin, he was giving arguments in a rather slow tempo and decreased 

pitch of voice. “Mr. Jinnah,” angrily shouted Justice Martin, “you are not 

addressing a third class Magistrate.” Rapier-like flashed the counter-thrust: 

„There isn‟t a third class counsel before Your Lordship.‟‟ [14] 

Such sharp and crispy remarks can be expected only from a man of great 

mental agility. Once, Mr. Jinnah appeared before Justice Mirza for a 

particular case. The learned Judge remarked that Jinnah was not 

expressing a judicial conclusion but a personal opinion. “Jinnah 

immediately retorted, “I care two pence for your personal opinion.” The 

judge resented the remark, and turning to Sir Setalvad said, “Don‟t you 

think Mr. Jinnah is guilty of contempt of court?” In his book, 

“Recollections and Reflections”, Sir Chimanlal Harilal Setalvad (1864-

1947) writes: “it was indeed stupid of the judge to have put such a 
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question to me. I answered, „it is not for me to give an opinion whether 

Mr. Jinnah has committed contempt or not. It is your privilege to 

determine that; but I can say that, knowing Mr. Jinnah as I do, he could 

never have intended to insult the Court.” [15]  

Another sharp and up to the merit reply comes from the mouth of this 

versatile personality at the times he appeared before the Sind Chief Court 

for the appellants in the case of Bishamberdas and Co. vs Sachoomal. The 

court-room was full and ever the corridors were crowded with people who 

had come to here or at least see Mr. Jinnah. When the Chief Justice Davis 

entered the Court-room along with Justice Weston and saw such a huge 

crowd, he asked the Court clerk to close the doors of the Court-room. “Mr. 

Jinnah got up and smilingly said that the doors of Justice should be kept 

open. The judges agreed to the suggestion provided the crowd remained 

quiet. Jinnah said that he expected them to be quiet. They day‟s 

proceedings were then concluded smoothly.” [16]  

Mr. Jinnah won hearts due to his matchless traits of character. Everyone 

admitted his nobility of mind and honesty of purpose. He was a towering 

personality for his friends and foes alike. Even the judges had great regard 

for him. When he appeared as a witness for the prosecution in the trial of 

Rafiq Sabir, was charged and eventually found guilty of an attempt to 

murder Mohammad Ali Jinnah. Justice Blagden remarked, “I must say that 

in all my experience I have never seen more obviously a witness of truth 

than Mr. Jinnah.” [17] This is really a great tribute to Jinnah‟s truthfulness 

and honesty.  

Mr. Jinnah, a historic figure, an epoch-making man and a gifted 

personality, is a recipient of countless tributes from everyone who saw him 

or had some close deal with him. Never was such a man in human history 

who won over friends and foes with his intelligence, courage, integrity and 

firm belief in truth. No double game, no deceitful ways, and no trickery at 

all. He was upright, straightforward, sincere and direct. Such was the 

essential make of this pride of ages. Patrick Spens who was the last Chief 

Justice of undivided India, paid a rich tribute to, “the tallness of the man, 

the immaculate manner in which he was turned out, the beauty of his 

features and the extreme courtesy with which he treated all ………….no 

one could have made a more favorable impression than he did. There is no 

man or woman living who imputes anything against his honor or his 

honesty. He was the most outright person that I know, but throughout it all 

he never, as far as I know, for one moment attempted to deceive anybody 

as to what he was aiming at or as to the means he attempted to adopt to get 

it.” [18] 
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CONCLUSION 

To sum up, Mr. Jinnah had the cogent force of an excellent advocate. 

Whether it was debate on the Transfer of Ships Restriction Bill or 

questions of law in general, he always commanded a respectful hearing 

both in the Imperial Legislative Council and in the New Legislative 

Assembly. Nisar Ahmad Pannoun quotes an excellent tribute in the honor 

of this epoch-making personality: “Frank Moraes (1907-1974) at one time 

Chief Editor of the leading newspaper “THE INDIAN EXPRESS” has 

made the following observations about his performance in the Court-room: 

Watch him in the Court-room as he argues a case. Few lawyers command 

a more attentive audience. No man is more adroit in presenting his case. If 

to achieve the maximum result with minimum effort is the hall-mark or 

artistry, Mohammad Ali Jinnah is an artist in his craft. He likes to get 

down to the bare bones of a brief; in stating the essentials of a case his 

manner is masterly. The drab Court-room acquires an atmosphere as he 

speaks. Juniors crane their necks forward to follow every moment of the 

tall, well-groomed figure, senior Counsels listen closely; the judge is all 

attention.”  

Last but not the least is the tribute given to this all-sweeping personality 

by Aziz Beg in his book, “Jinnah and His Times,” in the following words: 

“having qualified as a barrister in England and having made his mark in 

India, Jinnah‟s name could be justly added to the „list of great lawyers‟ 

academically linked to Lincoln‟s Inn. Jinnah practiced both law and 

politics for half a century; he made a fortune as an advocate and earned 

glory and gratitude of prosperity as leader of the Indian Muslims. When 

Jinnah left the shores of free England and voyaged to subject India in 

1896, he had perhaps no idea that, one day, he would be obliged by the 

erstwhile Hindu leaders to make history and his biggest brief would be to 

win the case of the Indian Muslims for a separate homeland.” 
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ABSTRACT 
This article examines one of the key responses to terrorism in Af-Pak—courting Pashtun 

Mashra’n(commonly known as elders such as Khan, Maliks, tribal chieftains and 

influentials) — to counter Taliban militancy in the Pashtun region of Pakistan, 

comprising FATA and the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province. The aim of this article is to 

discuss both the successes and failures of the strategy in various parts of the region 

especially forming peace committees/militias (lashkars) as a counter-insurgency strategy. 

The analysis evaluates the strategy which initially focuses on strengthening the local 

influentials rather than combating Taliban. However, the flaws in this strategy have 

never been fully acknowledged. Instead of counter-insurgency measures, the 

government’s initial approach was to protect the local influential’s on one hand and 

close its eyes to the Jihadi groups on the other. This strategy paved the way to strengthen 

the former jihadi and religious figures and finally produce an insurgent movement. This 

has created suspicion amongst people and particularly in Pashtun traditional elites. The 

Pakistani government has resorted to military operations in various parts of the region. 

As part of the strategy, government has tried to court Pashtun elites and help create local 

militias/lashkars to combat Taliban. However, the situation in Swat and FATA shows that 

Pashtun elites no longer enjoy support in society at large. They are dependent on the 

state to protect them, their families and property. The strategy of facilitating and arming 

local influential’s brings fewer gains as Pashtun elites are unable to stand up to militants 

because of their social base. The emergences of new social forces on Pashtun soil have 

consequently destabilized society as whole. Despite military operations in various parts 

of the region, the law and order situation has deteriorated and progress towards peace is 

still far from being achieved. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Militancy and militants groups in Pakistan have not only posed a 

significant domestic threat, but also threaten the United State and other 

countries [1] including Afghanistan and India. Pakistan is a frontline state 

against the global war on terrorism (GWOT).Different militants‘ outfits 

operating in the country share some common agendas as well as differing 

on others issues but the main objective of all militants‘ groups is a jihad 

against foreign troops in Afghanistan. [2] 
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Almost all political and militants groups in Pakistan want the imposition 

of Sharia law and are  opposed to Afghan occupation but their attitude to 

the Pakistani security forces take different directions. Some militants 

groups launch attacks on the Pakistani security forces while others only 

concentrate on conflict within Afghanistan.[3] It is a pervasive view that 

presents crisis is prevalent because of Pakistan‘s will to fight terrorism. [4] 

Resistance from militants has resulted in the division of ruling classes. 

These contradictions are reflected in the counterinsurgency strategy. 

 

DIVIDE RULING ELITES 
The division in the state is reflected in division of the state institutions—

the parliament, administration and judiciary. According to Owen Bennett-

Jones ‗...the Pakistan's civil and military elites are so divided and 

dysfunctional. Privately, government ministers argue that the army's total 

control of security policy means it is unreasonable for the generals to 

expect the civilians to take responsibility for what the army decides to 

do.‘[5] Despite recognising the militants‘ threats, it is not reflected in a 

consistent counterinsurgency policy.[6] Pakistani government and political 

leadership even found themselves ‗in a real fix‘ over the death of Hakim 

Ullah Masud the TTP chief, in a drone attack.[7] 

Though it is simply naïve to think that ‗distinction‘ between ‗good and 

bad‘ Taliban ‗was never clear in minds …of Pakistan‘s policy makers‘[8], 

yet it is right to some extent that ‗Often co-operating organisationally and 

operationally, the continuously splintering Taliban groups continued to 

benefit from the fruits of Pakistan's policy confusion. In the process, they 

consolidated their bases in the country's lawless tribal belt 

unchecked.‘[9]A report by International Crisis Group (ICG) suggested 

‗secular forces in the tribal areas require political, not armed, 

mobilisation.‘[10] Instead of spending time in their respective 

constituencies, parliamentarians for various reasons prefer to stay at 

Islamabad. [11] 

In thepre-9/11 era, political agents in FATA had to man oeuvre : extending 

support to Mujahidin —a new breed of generation of militants— and at the 

same time providing protection to Pashtun Mashra‘n as well. In the 

process madrassa owners and Mujahidin commanders emerged as a social 

group[12]challenging the traditional elite, thanks to Afghan jihad, an 

increase in smuggling, drugs and arms trafficking. Nonetheless, the most 

important role in the rise of the middle class has been played by 

migrations [13] to big cities and Gulf, Europe, North America and Far 

East. Remittances and the rise of the middle class have significantly 

changed the dynamics of Pashtun society.[14] 
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CONTROVERSY OVER COUNTERINSURGENCY 
According to the Pakistan Army, the ‗problem of the Taliban lies in 

Afghanistan [where] the Taliban do have some support.‘[15] In testimony 

before the Senate in 2007, John Negroponte gave the best definition of the 

contradictory nature of Pakistan‘s position. According to Negroponte 

although Pakistan is a frontline state in the war on terror, it remains a main 

source of Islamic radicalism. [16] 

The contradictory policy of conducting operation against some groups and 

at the same time nurturing others creates confusion amongst those fighting 

as pro-government agents. Pakistani security forces and politicians follow 

contradictory policies on various issues including lashkars. When the PPP 

and ANP coalition government decided to arm the lashkars, a military 

commander of the Pashtun belt showed his concerns:  

‗We have not really supported that concept (formation of lashkars), 

because someday they may come to haunt you," said Lt. Gen. Asif Yasin 

Malik, the Peshawar-based army commander for troops in Pakistan's 

northwest.‘[17]Nonetheless, the army is actively involved in setting up 

lashkars in Swat and where army officers have addressed the lahkars.[18] 

However, those involved in anti-insurgents lashkars complain that it has 

cost them dearly and desperation is growing as militants continue to target 

pro-government agents.[19] 

Although the US government assistance does not provide any special 

funds for lashkars in Pakistan as it does in Afghanistan, the US termed the 

strategy of lashkars as a ‗promising sign of Pakistani resistance to the 

Taliban.‘[20] Pashtun elites argue lashkars are part of a self-defence 

mechanism at the same time as demanding backing from government. 

Former federal minister for frontier regions, Najmuddin Khan, said 

government was ‗providing full monetary, material and moral support to 

these lashkars. In interviews, however, security officials acknowledged 

that the program was never systematised and that arms, training and 

payment were given only on a case-by-case basis.‘[21] In 2009, Chief 

Minister KPK Haider Khan Hoti announced that government would 

distribute 30,000 rifles confiscated by police to ‗peaceful individuals‘ and 

organised groups‘ of ‗Village Defence Rifles.‘[22] 

The rifles were distributed to lashkars that were formed to defend 

Peshawar. Zia Ur Rehman [23] said that Peshawar region was guarded 

from three sides: Michani from Mohmand agency, Jamrud /Hayat Abad 

from Khyber Agency and Matanai, Adezai, and Badaber from Dara Adam 

Khel. Though guns were initially distributed they were later taken back as 

it was reported that people from lashkars were involved in personal 

hostilities and misuse of the weapons. 
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In Swat,a forced watch and ward system is operated. According to Zia‗in 

NepkiKheland Charbagh, Swat, people are forced to provide watch and 

ward services in neighborhoods. In case someone cannot provide such 

services personally he has to make arrangement to pay Rs. 1000 to people 

of a lower status to accomplish the task.‘ Zia said that government has 

offered Mehsuds from South Waziristan a ‗conditional return‘ –they have 

to form a lashkar against militants on their return to agency—while 

Taliban distributed pamphlets and prohibited people from returning. Only 

5 per cent of the population covering six villages managed to return to the 

agency in areas near to F.R Tank (Jandola).  

 

PAKISTAN COUNTERINSURGENCY POLICY AND 

SOCIAL GROUPS 
Counterinsurgency strategy presupposes a group of people that are willing 

to extend their support to government or security forces in their fight 

against insurgents. Without the substantial support of a section of 

population, no army can imagine even the smallest victory against 

militants. In the Pashtun belt such groups are comprised of Pashtun 

traditional classes—Maliks, tribal chieftains, landlords, traditional 

merchants and traders. Although this group is no longer economically and 

socially dominant, yet it maintains its hegemony through state institutions: 

from their hold on ‗Thana and Tehsil.‘[24] This group faces an aggressive 

challenge from emerging middle and professional classes on one hand and 

rural poor on the other hand. I have discussed these developments 

elsewhere.[25]To win over the middle and lower classes, Pakistan has 

considerably changed its strategy.  This includes a decision to  ‗initiate 

administrative measures and carry out development works‘[26]in Swat and 

Waziristan especially in the field of infrastructure, education and health to 

win hearts and minds.  

Since entering FATA in 2003, Pakistan security forces have conducted 

161 major and minor operations besides following a ‗four pronged 

strategy‘ including ‗imitating apolitical process to get people on 

board.‘[27] It seems Pakistan has pursued a policy to accommodate the 

emerging middle classes by initiating FATA reforms since 1996. [28] 

However, these reforms have resulted in a weakening of the traditional 

classes in FATA. Consequently, the Taliban have taken advantage of this 

situation as Mashra‘n have been left with little support in and become an 

easy target. The Taliban has been systematically targeting Maliks and 

Khans since 2003 to eliminate traditional elites resulting in the collapse of 

older order.[29] The government has had to fall back upon the old 

traditional classes for support as middle classes first rallied round the 
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opposition Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal or MMA (the United Action Front)–

coalition of main religious political parties— against the US-led war on 

terror and invasion in Afghanistan [30] and then Imran Khan‘s PTI that 

organised anti-drone rallies [31] and blocked Nato supplies.[32] 

Consequently the authorities and traditional classes have been cooperating 

with each other on the issue of war. But relatively weak as compared to 

the past, the traditional classes are more vulnerable in the face of stiff 

resistance from militants. As a result the traditional elites are more 

dependent on the authorities for their survival and the protection of their 

families and property.  

Despite the suspect motives of powerful secret agencies, the Pashtun elites 

and nationalist intelligentsia demand support from the same forces to help 

curb the extremists.[33] It is their class interest that has bound Pashtun 

elites to the state, organising Jirgaand raising lashkars against militants.  

 

LASHKAR AS COUNTERINSURGENCY STRATEGY 
Most of the literature produced on the nature of Pashtun society can be 

categorised as misleading and make the case even more problematic for 

understanding tribal society. Sana Haroon has described most of the 

ethnographic writings produced in the colonial era as being under the 

shadow of ‗the strategy of frontier construction‘.[34] She has referred to 

the work of many scholars pointing out that such writings helped to 

construct a tribal mind set shaped through a number of tactics including an 

allowance based Maliki system[35] with collective punishment playing a 

crucial role. This system of making alliances through allowances and 

collective punishment has been reinforced through a number of measures, 

which are now considered natural and are taken for granted. With tribal 

areas, Pakistanis not only inherited bureaucratic procedures and legislation 

but also British trained officials and little mentioned ethnographic and 

genealogical scholarship.  No less problematic are the writings and 

scholarship written with a specific agenda in mind. FarhatTaj‘s work is the 

example of this type. Her attitude of dismissing journalists like 

Rahimullah Yousaf Zai, Bill Roggio, Jason Motlagh, and Zahid Hussain 

and their observations on the nature of lashkars is mostly erroneous and 

extremely one sided. [36] 

Most works produced since 9/11 present a static and a historical 

understanding of tribal society—with no or little change since time 

immemorial. For most of the tribes ‗insiders‘ include simply family and 

clan or tribe and other people living in the same area. All others can be 

counted as ‗outsiders‘ including ‗political officers, development officers, 

the militia men and officers and, most importantly, foreigners.‘[37] 
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Relations with them may exist but are usually based on suspicion.‘ Maliks 

might be ‗tolerated though for a want of better alternative‘ [38] especially 

in times of peace. When opportunities arise in the time of acute crisis or 

invasion, their inability to resist may create a situation where a new 

leadership can fight for the hegemonic position with ‗insiders‘ while 

fighting ‗outsiders‘. Even a Malik can be included in the category of 

outsiders when he tries to pursue his interests beyond a certain degree. 

Pashtuns have a long history of resistance to foreign invasions including 

modern imperialist powers: the Raj, Soviet Union and currently the US 

and its allies. 

 

Traditionally, in the absence of a regular, organised and permanent militia, 

Pashtuns have a system of forming militia in time of need to protect land, 

people and honour: lashkar and chagha.[39] In the colonial era, however, 

the institution of jirgaand lashkar were strategically manipulated by 

colonial powers through their agents the Maliks against opponents. Along 

with many other things Pakistan also inherited this legacy. 

Like Pashtun society in the settled districts of the province of Khyber 

Pakhtun khwa (KPK),the tribal society is neither egalitarian nor are jirga 

and lashkars natural institutions that represent the interest and will of the 

common people. My research on lashkars relies not only on the literature 

but also on having visited KPK several times since the 1980s on 

observations based on meetings and discussions with journalists, 

academics and war-affected expatriates from the Pashtun belt since 2001. 

I have studied lashkars together with other social institutions in Pashtun 

society against a background of war and social change. There are six types 

of lashkars in the Pashtun belt (KPK and FATA): 

1. the public/tribal lashkar 

2. the government lashkar 

3. the forced lashkar 

4. the semi-autonomous lashkar 

5. the Mashra‘n‘slashkar 

6. the anti-armed invasion lashkar 

 

Various bodies working under the name of Quomi lashkar, Peace 

Committees, Village Defence Committees (VDC), and Neighborhood 

Committees can be included in one of the above categories. There might 

be some variations in the organisation, operations or functions from area to 

area or simply between the tribal belt and settled districts. In contrast to 

settled areas, in the tribal belt a legislative and culture based manipulation 

since colonial period prevails.  
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However, the boundaries between different kinds of lashkars are blurred 

and may change accordingly.  The public lashkar is nearest to the ideal-

type of lashkar discussed in most of the literature produced on the subject. 

Lashkar might be raised by officials (the government lashkar) or simply 

backed by government (semi-autonomous lashkar). Influential Mashra‘n 

from an area can organise a lashkar against criminals and outlaws. In the 

pre-Taliban era,Mashra‘n used to organise lashkars for different purpose, 

sometimes at the ‗request of political officials.‘ Moreover, it must be noted 

that often officials might extended their support to facilitate a lashkar 

raised by people or withdraw support previously promised. 

 

In recent times, desperate and fraught people —feeling that there is little 

that will benefit  them in the fight against the Taliban— have left the 

lashkars, and created a permanent problem for pro- government agent 

strying to muster people in the Pashtun belt. Between 2003 and 2007 in 

parts of FATA, even big lashkars with volunteers in the ‗thousands‘ have 

been destined to fail to expel the militants.  In South Waziristan, Taliban 

managed to target 300 Mashra‘n in various attacks. [40] But in places like 

Salarzai, Bajaur agency, tribal Mashra‘n under the leadership of the Khan 

of Pashat was able to resist the influences of the Taliban and subsequently 

have borne the brunt of Taliban retaliations. Lashkars in Shia areas[41]of 

the Pashtun belt who also resisted the Taliban, sometimes with 

government support, have consequently been targeted by the Taliban.The 

last category needs some explanation as well. The ‗anti-armed invasion 

lashkar‘ are established in many areas of the Dir districts and some parts 

of Pashto speaking region of Hazara, KPK. On the eve of Swat military 

operation in 2009, in the adjacent areas of Dir district, lashkars were 

formed to check the militants‘ entry into Dir. People were apprehensive 

that any failure might result in bombing the area. Afraid of army 

operations in Dir and the Tor Ghar area of Hazara region, the Taliban were 

forced to leave under pressure from public opinions or simply were 

expelled. Avoiding army intervention, aerial bombing and the consequent 

mass exodus and punishment at the hands of army, was the prime motive 

behind these kinds of lashkars.  

 

WAR IS POLITICS BY OTHER MEANS 
Though paying a heavy price, lashkars organised by local people with the 

government support did work in places nearer to big cities. As in the 

colonial era, the prime concern of government has been to secure the big 

cities from Taliban attacks and terrorism.  Government has tried to 

encourage the local influential‘s to form lashkars in the suburbs of the 
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Peshawar city. Nonetheless, the counterinsurgency in Pashtun belt has 

been marred by a number of issues. The case of lashkars formed in 

Adezaito defend Peshawar is particularly important as it brought to the 

surface a number of issues related to counterinsurgency strategy, local 

politics and state response.  

 

The suburbs of Peshawar (FR Peshawar) became ‗no go areas‘ for police 

as Taliban activities escalated. Consequently, like others lashkars, the 

Adezai lashkar was formed on the instructions of government in 2008. 

Capital City Police Officer Dr Suleman and former commissioner Azam 

Khan had assured them that authorities would take responsibility for 

rations, arms and ammunitions.  Leaders of the Adezai Qaumi lashkar said 

that militants attacked them 31 times and caused 80 deaths. [42] Despite 

rivalries, in the face of the Taliban‘s militancy, elites buried the hatchet 

and launched a joint struggle against the militants. Initially, the police 

provided 10 Kalashnikovs and magazines.[43] 

After two and half years, lashkar‘s leaders announced their decision to 

withdraw their support from the government. First, they accused the 

Deputy Superintendent of Police of supporting militants:  ‗Whenever the 

volunteers capture Taliban, the DSP releases them.‘ They also said that 

government was unable to fulfill its promises. [44] Second, chief of the 

Adezai peace committee Dilawar Khan was not in any of the ruling parties 

(ANP, PPP coalition government in the KPK province), but from the 

Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid (PML-Q). Local politics were at play as 

elected parliamentarians from the ANP in the area did not extend their 

support to the lashkar. After a bomb blast in a funeral procession, ‗Angry 

Dilawar…announced disbanding his lashkar and withdrawing support to 

the government against Taliban. He even threatened to join the Taliban 

and directed his volunteers not to allow police officials and Senior 

Minister Bashir Ahmad Bilour to visit the blast site.‘[45] 

The secret agencies, officials and right wing MMA government (2008-13) 

are also held responsible for helping militants and under mining the 

counterinsurgency efforts. Various reports on the role of former 

Commissioner of Malakand also exposed the policy of playing a double 

game in the region. Above all he was instrumental in dispersing a lashkar 

that countered militants when the Taliban tried to enter Buner district in 

April 2008.[46] Fateh Khan, a local Khan, who organised the resistance to 

the Taliban, was later killed in an attack.  

At times, apart from using tribal rivalries, the government was able to take 

advantage of a rift between Taliban commanders and follow a policy of 

‗divide and rule.‘Haji Turkistan was a former Taliban leader who later 
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broke with Baitullah Masud after the death of Abdullah Masud and formed 

the pro-government lashkar in Tank.  The Taliban killed 28 pro-

government peace committee members as Turkistan narrowly escaped an 

attempt on his life. The Taliban set ablaze the houses of Haji Turkistan and 

other tribesmen after a forceful evacuation of the Bhatani tribe from the 

area in Tank, KPK. According to a tribal leader Mirza Jihadi ‗it is a clear 

warning for those who will cooperate with the government would be met 

with the same fate.‘[47] 

 

There are 42,647 Maliks in FATA seven agencies.[48] In six years (from 

2006-2012)the Taliban managed to kill more than one thousand and 

injured hundreds tribal Mashra‘n while hundreds were forced to 

leave.[49]Agreements with militants are also part of the counterinsurgency 

when government is unable to defeat them. Although support for a certain 

groups of militants such as those led by Haji Namdar, MaulviNazir, 

HajiTurkistan, Hafiz Gul Bahadur and MangalBagh helped to divide the 

Taliban and prevent them from forming a coalition, yet it has had greater 

consequences for Pashtun elites and the writ of the state in those areas 

where Taliban warlords have established their own rule. After 9/11, the 

drone attacks, Taliban militancy and army interventions in the region in 

one way or another have only added to destruction of the culture 

associated with the older order.[50] 

 

At present, though the Taliban might not be able to carry out a major war 

against the Pakistan Army in Swat, it can conduct covert operations 

against security forces and those supporting it –pro government Village 

Defence Committees (VDCs). After five years of occupation, the Taliban 

targeted 26 pro-government committees‘ members last year. Members of 

pro-government were confined to their homes and forced to enhance their 

personal security as they have little faith in the security forces and are 

equally fearful of Taliban. Many think they are caught between the devil 

and deep blue sea: 

 

‗Asked why he doesn't give up his continuing work with the army, Sheer‘s 

answer is perhaps instructive of the realities of living in Swat. "If I leave 

this work [spying, collaboration with army], the killers will come even 

faster.‖‘[51] Sher, a local political leader and VDC member from Mingora 

has left the matter of his protection to God as he has little faith in the 

military to protect him from the Taliban‘s attacks.[52] Despite their lack of 

trust, elites are left with little choice and completely dependent on the 

security forces. 
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In Swat more than hundred peace committee members have been killed by 

the Taliban for siding with government and military. Security forces claim 

a victory as the Taliban have been excluded from the valley and their 

activities have been reduced to clandestine attacks and target killings. 

There are more or less 3,000 VDC members in Swat, 22 of them area the 

top of the Taliban hit-list. Contrary to VDCs members‘ point of view, 

security officials have merely reduced the target killings to old rivalries, 

enmities and monetary feuds. According to officials out of 91 cases 

registered in the valley in 2014, of which around 10 can be counted as 

target killings.[53 ] The increasing incidents are also closely linked to the 

rise in opposition to the establishment of army cantonments in Swat.  

 

CONCLUSION 
The prevalent opposition to war in the country and the ‗distrust and 

division‘ amongst various institutions of the state on one hand and 

opposition from middle and professional classes to traditional elites on the 

other create a situation where the Taliban have created a space for 

themselves taking advantage of the US-led coalition‘s invasion of 

Afghanistan and Pakistan‘s India-centered policy. Though full of 

uncertainty and mistrust, fearful Pashtun elites have had to offer their 

support to government against Taliban. The mutual interdependence of 

state and traditional Pashtun elites has resulted in the formation of pro-

government jirga and lashkars. However, these committees are less 

effective. Under pressure from middle classes since mid-1990s, the 

government has initiated a programme to create some space for emerging 

middle classes also weakening the traditional classes. Traditional elites are 

vulnerable mostly due to their weak social basis. Their hold on society –

through Thanaaur Thasil(police station and civil district/sub-divisional 

administration)—is no longer absolute, as was the case in the past. Tribal 

administrations and Mashra‘n have been unable to halt the growing 

influence of the Taliban, Central Asian militants and Al-Qaeda fighters in 

FATA paved the way for army innervations in 2003. As a result militancy 

not only spread to other parts of tribal belt but also to the settled districts 

like Swat. It has only contributed to the destruction of an already 

crumbling older order.  Despite military operations in various parts of the 

region, law and order situation has deteriorated and peace is far from being 

achieved. 
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After the emergence of land-locked Central Asian region, the Economic 
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The ineffectiveness of the organization has hindered all the members from 

acquiring the desired objectives which they have attached to it since its inception. 
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and monitor the regional organization. This paper describes the ECO’s 

formation, objectives, principles, membership and structure. It also analyses the 
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account of it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

   The Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) was the third key 

initiative based on region of Central Asia, but that was not established as 

much efficient as much SCO was. During the year 1992 the chiefs of 

Central Asia were largely anxious with the building of the nation. 

Attainment to the U.N. the World Bank and the International Monetary  
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Fund (IMF) presented an exterior aspect to the autonomy of the nation. 

Further five countries then joined the Economic Cooperation Organization 

(ECO) and diverse non-financial organizations of regions in year 1992, 

mainly as a declaration of their sovereignty from Soviet Union and as a 

declaration of their individual non-Russian Islamic civilization, but they 

provided no essential dispensations of national guidelines sovereignty in 

contributing in any organization based on region. ECO that comprised 

entire of the Islamic countries that were Asian non-Arab west of India had 

been mostly unproductive. [1] It provided a stage to converse methods to 

enhance the growth and promotion of the trade and opportunities of 

investments. The mutual aim was to set up a single a marketplace for 

supplies and services alike the European Union. [2] 

 

FORMATION OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

ORGANIZATION 

The Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) was an organization 

based on regions and worked between governments. The ECO was formed 

by Iran, Turkey and Pakistan in year 1985 in order to promote the 

financial, cultural and technical collaboration amongst the member 

republics. [3] It was the organization successor to Regional Cooperation 

for Development (RCD) which stayed in survival since years 1964 up to 

1979. [4] The total area covered by this organization is 8,620,697 

kilometers.  

 

The ECO’s roots could be traced to the organization of Regional 

Cooperation for Development (RCD), a regional organization set up by the 

same countries in the 1960s (1964-1979) to promote multidimensional 

regional cooperation aimed at building situations for continued 

socioeconomic development in its founding states. The Iranian revolution 

of 1979 ended the cooperation among its founders as hostility replaced 

friendship in Iran’s bilateral relations with neighboring Turkey and 

Pakistan. As a sign of change in those relations, in 1985 the three 

neighbors restored this organization, which was important to their 

economic development for encouraging regional cooperation. Generally 

speaking, the new organization had the same aims and objectives as its 

predecessor, the RCD, while stressing the promotion of financial, cultural 

and technical collaboration amongst its member states. [5] 

The Agreement of Izmir approved in year 1977 as the officially permitted 

structure for the RCD and later employed as the fundamental contract of 

ECO was tailored to supply an appropriate lawful foundation to 

changeover of ECO from RCD at the Meetings of Minister Level that was 
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held in June 1990 in the Pakistan’s capital Islamabad. Subsequent the 

modification in the Agreement of Izmir; full launching of ECO came up in 

early 1991. [6] 

The ECO did not grow in membership during the period of 1985-1992 

because of the absence of potential members on good terms with its 

founding members. In year 1991 Soviet Union’s breakdown and the 

sovereign states’ climb in the Central Asian region and the Caucasus, 

followed by the toppling of the pro-Moscow government of Afghanistan in 

June 1992, provided grounds for the organization’s growth. These 

developments enabled the ECO to expand in certain regions having natural 

historical, cultural, linguistic, religious, political, and economic ties to its 

founding members and among their constituent states. Moreover, all the 

regional states, as well as the ECO founding states, saw distinct merit in, if 

not necessity for, cooperation to deal with their various economic and 

social problems. [7] In their offer to launch to the exterior world and as a 

sign of their attention in reinstating their momentous relationships with 

Iran, Turkey and Pakistan, one Caucasian and five Central Asian countries 

Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and 

Turkmenistan together with Afghanistan, wanted and attained membership 

of ECO. [8] 

Their membership inaugurated following their official attainment to the 

Agreement of Izmir of June 18, 1990, at a surprising summit that was held 

on May 28, 1992 in Islamabad by Council of Ministers of ECO. Hence, on 

February 16-17, 1992, all the new members, except Afghanistan, attended 

a meeting in Tehran and signed the 1
st
 Summit Communiqué, the Tehran 

Communiqué. [9] On November 28, 1992, all seven states were officially 

admitted to the ECO as full members, increasing the number of member 

states to ten. This date of expansion has since been observed as ECO Day 

in all the ECO states. [10] 

In November 1992, after the growth of ECO, from an organization 

comprising three to ten members, it added a latest aspect and latest 

function. Therefore, there was a harmony at all the stages of meetings of 

ECO that so as to augment the efficiency of organization, basic 

modifications were necessary in the arrangement and practical method of 

the ECO. In an unusual meeting held on September 14, 1996, of the 

Council of Ministers of ECO in Izmir and Turkey, the ECO amended the 

Agreement of Izmir. Plans to implement were also approved on 

organization’s restructuring and reformation that directed its new life. [11] 
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OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMIC 

COOPERATION ORGANIZATION 

The ECO was a regional economic organization. In setting its purposes 

and ideology after its expansion to ten members, it adopted the charter the 

name of Treaty of Izmir of 1996.  

According to Article-II of Izmir Treaty the purposes [12] of the 

organization would be: 

1. Maintaining financial growth of Member States;  

2. Liberal elimination of buy and sell obstacles and encouragement of 

intra-regional deal and better part of ECO section in the expansion of 

worldwide business; 

3.  Steady incorporation of the Member States’ economies with the 

economy of the world; 

4. Growth of transportation and interactions infrastructure connecting the 

Member States with each other and with the outer globe; 

5. Financial privatization and liberalization; 

6. Enlistment and use of material assets of the region of ECO; 

7. Efficient utilization of the trade and agricultural prospective of region 

of ECO. 

8. Region based collaboration for drug violence manage, environmental 

and ecological fortification and intensification of past and civilizing 

binds amongst the peoples of the region of ECO and 

9. Equally useful collaboration with local and global organizations. 

According to Article-III of Izmir Treaty would be based on the following 

ideology: [13] 

1. Autonomous impartiality of the member states and joint benefit; 

2. Connecting of nationwide financial, growth policy with urgent and long-

standing aims of the ECO to the level likely; 

3. Combined endeavors to achieve freer entrance to marketplaces outer 

from the region of ECO for the raw stuffs and ended goods of the 

Member States; 

4. Efficient use of ECO associations, accords and supportive planning with 

other local and global organizations with polygonal monetary 

associations; 

5. Universal actions to expand a coordinated loom for contribution in local 

and worldwide preparations; 

6. Understanding of financial collaboration plan and interactions in 

scientific, educational, cultural and technical domains. 
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MEMBERSHIP 

ECO was a regional organization headquartered in Tehran and Official 

language was English. Until 1992, the ECO membership consisted of its 

three founding members, Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan. The membership 

increased to ten in the era after the Soviet as the disintegration of the 

USSR brought independence to Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, all of them applied for and was 

granted membership. As the pro-Soviet regime of Kabul collapsed in 

1992, Afghanistan also became a member of the expanded organization. 

[14] 

The ECO had the potential to expand, as certain regional countries 

(Armenia and Georgia) had expressed an interest in joining the ECO. This 

interest was understand-able, since they shared borders with Iran, Turkey, 

and Azerbaijan, with which they had extensive ties (Armenia with Iran, 

and Georgia with Iran and Turkey), and they had stable political and 

economic relations with other CIS members of the ECO. Armenia’s 

membership bid had been blocked by both Azerbaijan and Turkey because 

of Armenia’s occupation of the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh 

and the adjacent Azeri land connecting it to Armenia (20 percent of the 

Azeri territory) since a cease-fire agreement in 1994 ended the civil war in 

Azerbaijan. No ECO members oppose Georgia’s membership, thanks to 

its good relations with all ECO members. Yet, Tbilisi’s enthusiasm for 

ECO membership seemed to have lessened since the ascension to power of 

President Mikhail Saakashvili, probably because of his close ties with 

Washington, which opposed the growth of a regional organization in 

which Iran played a pivotal role. In early 2009, there was no indication of 

a change of policy in Tbilisi regarding its ECO membership. [15] 

 

STRUCTURE OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

ORGANIZATION 

According to Article-V of Izmir Treaty, the ECO’s arrangement would be, 

as the major parts of ECO, a Council of Permanent Representatives, a 

Council of Ministers, a Secretariat and Specialized Agencies in exact 

domains of collaboration and a Regional Planning Council. Regional 

organizations and informal groups might also be recognized by the 

judgment of the Ministers of the Council. 

Following are the parts of ECO: 

1. THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS (COM): COM was the uppermost 

rule-building organization and collected of Foreign Affairs Ministers or 
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such other legislature of the rank of Ministers as might be chosen by the 

Government. It Ministers assembled as a minimum yearly one time by 

revolving amongst the Member States. [16] 

2. THE COUNCIL OF PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES (CPR): 

CPR comprised the Member States’ Enduring Representatives or the 

Ambassadors credited to Iran in addition to the ECO and its Director 

General for Affairs of the Foreign Affairs Ministry of Iran. [17] 

3. THE REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL (RPC): RPC was collected 

of the Chiefs of the Planning Organization of the Member States or such 

other legislature of parallel establishment. [18] 

4. THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT: It comprised of a Secretary 

General. The Secretary General was to be selected and nominated by the 

Council of Ministers for a term of three years and that period can’t be 

renewed and amongst the contenders selected by the Member States. It 

comprised of six Directorates underneath the administration of the 

Secretary General and his Deputies. Two Specialized Agencies and six 

Regional Associations had acts under the administration of the General 

Secretariat. [19] 

ECONOMIC COOPERATION ORGANIZATION AND 

CENTRAL ASIA 

In year 1992, with the appearance on the global prospect of the recently 

sovereign states of from Central Asian region and the Caucasus, the Sates 

of Muslims asked for support and assistance of Iran to gain its membership 

in a prolonged ECO. On the other hands, Iran also practiced with 

eagerness the attainment of all states of Central Asia into the ECO. The 

major objectives of the ECO comprised the augmentation of regional 

business, the elimination of obstacles and troubles in transportation 

business, the more incorporation of the states of Central Asia to the 

worldwide financial system and growing collaboration in the misuse of 

energy and natural assets. [20] The Economic Cooperation Organization's 

Trade Agreement (ECOTA), approved in Islamabad on 17 July 2003 was a 

march in the direction of eliminating the obstacles that had in history 

obstructed added financial collaboration and business between the 

associates. [21] The addition of membership of ECO to the past Soviet 

states of Central Asian region and the chance offered by the Caucasus to 

these states to expand their business associates, to lessen their past 

financial reliance on Russia and to attach with marketplaces to the South 

and West i.e. Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. 

Not just was local incorporation significant owing to its steadying of 

periods of medium and long-standing strength inside the area all together, 

but more purposely, it would assist combine situation of Iran as a 
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competent and feasible energy transportation course from the surrounded 

by land Central Asian countries. [22] 

Though ECO has not achieved the deserving academic concentration, it 

did cleave to an immense prospective for the upcoming era of financial 

and safety relationships in the region of Central Asia. In case ECO has not 

been a specific achievement narrative till then, it had surely not been a 

collapse. Certainly, argument can be made that no one of the organizations 

from region and institutions that had been formed in the result of the 

breakdown of Soviet could be described as irrefutable triumph stories. 

Region all together countenances numerous disputes closely bind to the 

appearance of the promising and therefore weak, Central Asian states. 

Sighted in this perspective, efforts of Iran to forge superior local 

collaboration via ECO had added to the organization of a local 

organization that grasps a great deal of capability for the time to come and 

had, at the very least, shaped a middling via which differences amongst 

associates could be reduced to the table of negotiation. 

The main objective of the ECO’s transport and telecommunication 

projects (both envisaged and achieved) was to ensure that member states 

were all interconnected by railways, roads, airlines and latest systems of 

telecommunication. In particular, a main target had been to provide 

landlocked members such as the Central Asian countries, Azerbaijan, and 

Afghanistan, trouble-free entrance to open seas via Iran to the Oman Sea 

and the Persian Gulf, via Pakistan to the Indian Ocean and via Turkey to 

the Black Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. 

ECO has not been serious threats to the U.S. concerns in the region. The 

United States has good relations with almost all members of ECO, 

however it didn’t have good diplomatic and economic relations with Iran 

since Islamic revolution in 1979. Washington’s pressure on ECO members 

to limit Iran’s economic gains in their relations with that country was 

another factor. After 9/11 the member states of the Economic Cooperation 

Organization were prepared for complete and inclusive collaboration with 

the U.S. and other allied nations in fighting terrorism in the region. The 

ECO members selected to help the U.S. on a personal base and reveal their 

individual favor for combat in opposition to the terrorism, a few even 

permitting to use their armed services and furthermore forming armed 

bases in their own lands. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) was established after the 

Cold War. It has never been an effective regional organization. Due to its 

key geo-strategic location, Afghanistan has been significant importance in 
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the ECO, Owing to internal and external reasons; the political instability in 

Afghanistan has also been a factor of ineffectiveness of the ECO. The 

members of ECO have same culture, religion and historical background. 

They should establish the rail and road link to the region and Europe. This 

organization has dismally failed to apply the treaty in fostering relations 

among the member states. The organization can greatly help the 

landlocked Central Asian region gain access to world market for exports 

and imports. However, when these states are out of the ECO, they will 

have to depend on Russia for trade with the world. The US exerted 

immense pressure on the member countries not to cultivate amicable 

relations with Iran, and avoid bestowing adequate leeway and space to Iran 

before the Iran nuclear deal signed in July last year. Since the ECO poses 

no threat to the US regional interest, the latter has so far hindered itself 

from any obstructive and insidious move against the regional organization. 

About the efficacy of the organization, only hope can be maintained 

because the non-seriousness of its founding members.  
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ABSTRACT  
This study deliberate and explore the importance of Educational Technology in Teacher 

Education. This is the era of science and technology, manpower is advancing in all field 

of life. There is a need to connect technology with manpower for the enhancement of their 

strengths and capacity to create character building techniques. Technology plays a vital 

role in the promotion of development in all fields of human social life. In education, 

technology also revolutionized the entire important elements. It improves methodology, 

assists in the convention of Av Aids and in the development of curriculum. It also provide 

a sound bare to planed and manage the whole system of education. The overall strategy 

of this study was survey based. 150 teacher educators have been selected from stratified 

random sampling. Results and findings suggest that the educational system of Pakistan 

strongly needs technological advancement in all departments of academia and 

professional areas of education as well.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Education is a lifelong process. It proceeds from birth to death and helps 

the child to adjust in continues changing world. Although the aim of 

education vary from time to time, and generation to generation but overall 

emphasis were always laid to the mental and physical development of the 

individual in which a way that grant a sound bare to adjust in society. In 

the beginning of 17
th

 century science has flourished in the world. 

Scientific inventions, theories, methods and laws are prevailing day by day  
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The modern education system is now based on scientific methods and 

technology, firm educational planning and policy making for the regarding 

the use of technology in education as well. It gradually increased and 

revolutionized the way we think, work and play. [1] betterment of 

implementing curriculum and in evaluation as well.[2] When it comes to 

sociological and cultural aspects, technology needs to be utilized in order 

to provide assistance in every manner and tools. The integration of 

technology in education can improve the learning process and bring drastic 

change in society which helps people to recognized their identity and 

value. Educational technology provides various software and hardware to 

trained and educate individuals effectively and efficiently (Silva, E). [3] 

Many studies demonstrate that technology integration in curriculum and 

teaching learning process improves student‟s learning and outcomes. [4] 

The teachers of existing era can also upgrade their selves with the help of 

advancement in technology and its use in teaching and learning process 

will be the key to organize a systematic education. Teachers who 

recognize computers and other information about technology devices as 

problem solving tools can easily change the way they teach. They move 

from behavioral approach to a more constructivist  

approach (IBId). Technology helps to change teacher and student role and 

relationships. Students take responsibility for their learning outcomes, 

while teachers become guide and facilitators. [5] 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to provide assistance and guidance to teachers 

and educators in the field of Educational Technology. Moreover, educators 

will be able to  

 Expand teaching beyond linear text based learning. 

 Engage students to learn best through technology. 

 Demonstrate concepts of Math and Science through computer, 

multimedia and other available technological devices. 

 Enhance their skills in order to use or understand educational technology 

in a positive manner. 

 Understand the process of updating their lesson planning according to 

national and international standards. 

RELATED LITERATURE 

The word “Technology” derived from Greek words “Techne” and 

“Logia”. Technia means „art” or “skill” while logia mean “knowledge” or 

„study”. It means technology is the art and skills to use and apply scientific 

methods and techniques to improve the standards of life. 
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Educational Technology is the prompt application of technology in the 

field of education. Educationist defined the term educational Technology 

in different ways. Basically it‟s all about the one who practices with their 

own experiences, even those who specialized in this field, failed to agree 

upon a single definition. [6] 

Term educational Technology used first time in the report of Brynmor 

Jones, UK 1967. The national council of Educational Technology defined 

it as, 

The development, application and evaluation of system techniques and 

aids are meant to improve the process of learning. [7] 

Another important definition presented by Commission on Instructional 

Technology, USA as  

“Educational Technology is a systematic way of designing, implementing 

and evaluating the total process of learning and teaching in terms of 

specific objectives based on research in human learning, communication 

and employ a combination of human and non-human resources to bring 

about more effective instruction. [8] 

Above mentioned definitions represents the concept of Educational 

Technology, which shows that this is a systematic and organized process 

that improves quality of education. It deals with the development, 

implementing and evaluating the whole procedure, methods, maxims and 

techniques of teaching and aids. It helps to achieve desired educational 

objectives efficiently and effectively. It is a new track to get modern 

education and focuses on learning by doing. It allows that one can work 

comfortably by visualizing intimate connection with the material as well 

as enable them to expand their access to global information. Instructors 

can easily share ideas and experiences to their community by using this 

resource. It leads to communicate and assist a large number of people who 

are willing to get knowledge regarding their concerned fields. Classrooms 

and libraries of educational institutes are efficiently utilizing technology to 

make education and instruction much more interesting. 

Urwin also pointed out the following characteristics of educational 

technology: 
I. Application of modern skills and techniques in view of the desired 

objectives 

II. Facilitation of learning by media and methods 

III. Control of environment for effective learning. [9] 

In recent years, many surveys have been conducted on education system to 

explore, that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) helps to 

enhance learning outcomes and improve access to education completely or 

not.. ICT literacy is the ability to use digital technology.  
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Communication tools and networks defines access, manage, integrate, 

evaluate, create and communicate information ethically and legally in 

order to function in a knowledge society. 

Here, some few important things about role of ICT in education have been 

discussed in the forum at India: (Devotee of Dr. Abdul Kalam. following 

his path of Creating Creative Education in India, Contributing my works in 

"India Vision 2020)". 

ICTs are often associated with the most expensive and complex computer 

based technologies; however, they also include conventional technologies 

such as radio, television and telephone etc. Once after the invention of 

internet, the transfer and exchange of information has become the easiest 

task just because of technology. The other supporting tools of instructions 

in learning which are utilized as Educational Technology are: 
1. Collaborative Learning: is different from the traditional approach to 

instruction in which the instructor is the major source of knowledge and 

skills. The direct transfer method in computer-based learning and training 

systems is used in this approach. 

2. E Learning: the new e-learning places increased emphasis on social 

learning and use of social software such as blogs, wikis, podcasts and 

virtual worlds. 

3. Linear learning: refers to self-paced learning activities delivered on a 

computer or handheld devices such as a tablet or smart phone. 

4. Media: numerous types of physical technology are currently used like: 

digital cameras, video cameras and interactive whiteboard tools, 

document cameras, electronic media, and LCD projectors, included 

blogs, collaborative software, Portfolios, and virtual classrooms as well. 

5. Virtual Class Rooms: provides the opportunity for students to receive 

direct instruction from a qualified teacher in an interactive environment 

by using computer. 

6. Audio and video: a synchronous educational vehicle, radio, Classroom 

microphones, wireless. Video technology has included VHS tapes and 

DVDs etc. 

7. Computers, tablets and mobile devices: enable learners and educators 

to access websites as well as programs such as Microsoft Word, 

PowerPoint, PDF files, and images 

8. Social networks: social networking sites are virtual communities for 

people interested in a particular subject to communicate by voice, chat, 

instant message, video conference, or blogs. 

9. Webcams: have enabled creation of virtual classrooms and virtual 

learning environment. 

10. Whiteboards: current interactive whiteboards and smart boards allow 

learners and instructors to write on the touch screen. 
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11. Screen casting: allows users to share their screens directly from their 

browser and make the video available online so that other viewers can 

stream the video directly. 

12. E-learning authoring tools: these tools typically support conventional, 

presentation-like courses, and may enable screen recording, multimedia, 

interactivity, quizzes, and non-linear or adaptive approaches. 

13. Learning management system: is software used for delivering, tracking 

and managing training and education. 

14. Learning content management system: is software for author content 

(courses, reusable content objects). 

15. Computer-aided assessment: ranges from automated multiple-choice 

tests to more sophisticated systems. 

16. Electronic performance support system: is, according to Barry 

Raybould, "a computer-based system that improves worker productivity 

by providing on-the-job access to integrated information, advice, and 

learning experiences
"
.[10] 

SIGNIFICANCE 

It has been mostly said by researchers and educators that. “Technology is a 

wave of the future.” There‟s no any contradict statement in front of this 

saying. It‟s actually the wave of the present era. The National 

Accreditation Council of Teachers Education (NACTE) said the same 

thing. In their recent reconstruction of the definition of literacy in the 21st 

century, NACTE focused more on the technologies that are becoming 

imperative to literacy education. Their definition states: 

Because technology has increased the intensity and complexity of literate 

environments, the twenty-first century demands that a literate person 

possess a wide range of abilities and competencies, much literacy. These 

literacies from reading online newspapers to participating in virtual 

classrooms are multiple, dynamic, and malleable. As in the past, they are 

inextricably linked with particular histories, life possibilities and social 

trajectories of individuals and groups. Twenty-first century readers and 

writers need to: 

 Develop proficiency with the tools of technology. 

 Build relationships with others to pose and solve problems 

collaboratively and cross-culturally. 

 Design and share information for global communities to meet a variety of 

purposes. 

 Manage, analyze and synthesize multiple streams of simultaneous 

information. 

 Create critique, analyze, and evaluate multi-media texts. 

 Attend to the ethical responsibilities required by these complex 

environments. 
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Gates Foundation (2012) found that teachers say they need more tangible 

learning resources such as instructional materials workbooks, technology, 

software programs, textbooks, and mixed method strategies. [11] Many 

teachers also feel that they need support to help them learn best practices 

and to master strategies for differentiation of instruction to address 

individual student learning needs. Furthermore, they want to learn 

teaching practices that instruct and engage students in the best possible 

ways. Last, teachers say that professional learning has very strong impact 

on student achievement. [12] Continuing challenges to the integration of 

technology in teacher education programs include availability and access 

to equipment, funding limitations, training, and instructional and technical 

support. [13]
 

E-learning is a type of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL).  

From an e-learning perspective, conventional e-learning systems were 

based on instructional packets, which were delivered to students using 

assignments. Assignments were evaluated by the teacher. In contrast, the 

new e-learning places increased emphasis on social learning and use of 

social software such as blogs, wikis, podcasts and virtual worlds such as 

Second Life. [14] This phenomenon has been referred to as Long Tail 

Learning. [15] 

E-learning in contrast to e-learning systems not based on CSCL, assumes 

that knowledge (as meaning and understanding) is socially constructed. 

Learning takes place through conversations about content and grounded 

interaction about problems and actions. Advocates of social learning claim 

that one of the best ways to learn something is to teach it to others. 

In addition to virtual classroom environments, social networks have 

become an important part of E-learning. Social networks have been used 

to foster online learning communities around subjects as diverse as test 

preparation and language education. [16] Mobile Assisted Language 

Learning (MALL) is the use of handheld computers or cell phones to assist 

in language learning. Traditional educators may not promote social 

networking unless they are communicating with their own colleagues. [17] 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The overall strategy of this study was survey based. 150 teacher educators 

have been selected to filled 100 questionnaires. It will help to ensure the 

true representation of entire population of the teachers working in a public 

and private teachers training institutions of Karachi. 

Liker type rating scale consists of 10 items with five option has been used 

in research tool. Data were collected through personal visit. The statistical 
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procedure used to evaluate results via percentage of responses of 

respondent. 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Findings of the study are as follows: 
1. 80% respondents out of 100 were agreed that technology integrating in 

the curriculum improves student‟s learning process and outcomes. 

2. 66% respondents out of 100 agreed that Educational technology helps 

teacher educator‟s move from behavioural approach to constructive 

approach. 

3. 68% respondents out of 100 strongly agree for the effective use of 

educational technology in teacher education in order to develop 

conceptual learning of the students. 

4. 84% respondents out of 100 agreed that with the use of educational 

technology, students become more responsible and be able to deal with 

the problematic situations ending up in success and educator become 

facilitator or guide instead of typical predictable teacher. 

5. 76% respondents out of 100 want in-service training to integrate 

technology effectively.  

6. 85% respondents out of 100 agreed as well that educational technology 

make teaching more attractive and effective as compare to conventional 

methods. 

7. 50% Respondent out of 100 are divided in opinion that the information 

and data received through searching and browsing is purely correct and 

up to date. 

8. 76% respondents out of 100 agree that technology has brought drastic 

changes in the life of disabled as well. 

9. 79% respondents out of 100 agree that education through technology 

advance the world view of the students regarding globalization and as a 

global city dweller. 

10. 52% respondents out of 100 are reluctant to use internet video 

conferencing and multimedia in teachers training programs because of 

fear of unawareness.  

CONCLUSION 

To ensure success in learning outcomes, teacher educators need to 

cooperate the extensive use of both software and hardware approach of 

educational technology in teaching learning process in order to enhance 

students learning. Through different resources educators should be 

motivate students as well as trainee teachers accordingly to the best level 

of competency and polish their skills for bright future. Educational 

technology also enhances the conceptual learning, analytical thinking and 

develop technological liter nation. 
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The educational system of Pakistan strongly needs technological 

advancement in all departments. Education is the only key to open the 

door of success in today‟s new world of competition. The entire ground of 

education and socio economic development needs revolutionary change in 

curriculum, methodology, management and attitudes of people regarding 

the awareness and use of Educational Technology. 
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